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Ed i tors i Preface

This volume contains the final reports by the student participants

of their research activities of the summer.

As in previous years the efforts reported by the students reflect

varying degrees of originality and completeness. A few of the students

were guided carefully; with others there was little contact between student

and staff. Some of the students either posed or were given precisely formu-

lated problems which could be essentially completed during the summer. Others

accepted problems which were not well-posed and which involved a period of

groping and searching for a tractable and reasonably finite problem with a

sign i f i can t goa 1 .

Time limitations did not allow the participants to rework the manu-

scripts and the present records must be interpreted as only interim reports.

We who took part in the program this summer are deeply indebted to

the National Science Foundation for its continued support of the program and

to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution for its support and encouragement

and for the use of its faci i ities.

Mary C. Thayer

George Veron is
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE I NV I SC I D MOT I ON

OF A CONTA I NED ROTAT I NG AND STRAT I F I ED FLU I D

John S. Allen

Abstract

The linear inviscid motion of a contained rotating and stratified fluid

is considered in the limit of weak stratification. The limiting flow is of

intere.st because the method of determining the steady llgeostrophicll component

of the stratified flow does not necessarily give a flow which reduces to the
\

steady homogeneous flow. By including a consideration of slow unsteady motions

in a time scale dependent on the stratification parameter the relationship of

the limiting stratified flow to the homogeneous steady flow is established.

The containers are assumed to possess closed contours of constant height but

are of genera 1 shape otherwi se.

I. Introduction

If the inviscid linearized motion of a contained homogeneous rotating
'_.'.v"

fluid is described by a superposition of oscillatory modes and a steady iigeo-

strophicll mode, Greenspan1 has shown that the steady mode can be specified, in

terms of the initial conditions, with the aid of the mean circulation theorem.

When the fluid is also stratified, with the gravity vector antiparallel to the

rotation vector, Howard2,3 and Siegmann2,4 have shown that the steady mode can

be determined by the solution to an equation resulting from the time independence

of the potential vorticity. As pointed out by Howard in his lecture series in

this course (ref. 3, lecture 6), in the limit of weak stratification, i.e. for
~

vanishingly small values of the parameter LIS= X:i where N is the Brunt-Vaisaiä

frequency and SL the rotat i ona 1 frequency, the method of determi n i ng the steady
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mode in the stratified case does not in general reduce to that used in the

homogeneous problem and therefore the relationship of the limiting flow to the

homogeneous flow is not completely straightforward. To relate the two cases it is

necessary to include a consideration of the unsteady motions.

In this paper we consider the limit of weak stratification for the inviscid

motion of a contained rotating and stratified fluid and primarily investigate the

relation of the limiting flow to the homogeneous steady flow. It turns out that

the characteristics of the limiting flow are different for containers with contours

of constant height that lie in planes perpendicular to the gravity and rotation

vectors (we wi 11 refer to these as Ilflatil contours) and for more generally shaped

containers which, for the homogeneous geostrophic flow, require a component of

velocity parallel to the rotation and gravity vectors. Therefore, we first con-

sider bodies with IIflat'l contours. For more general containers, which are assumed,

however, to possess closed contours of constant height, there is again a difference

between the limiting flows when the body does not have a uniquely defined set of

contours and when it does. These two cases are treated in order.

2. Equat ions

We consider an incompressible fluid, which satisfies the Boussinesq approxi-

mation, in a frame of reference rotating with a uniform angular velocity -l"".0 ~

and with a gravitational body force~~-~I. , which is antiparallel to the rotation

vector.

The governing equations are

ou.--+u.Vu.
-at - -

'i'y.=o
1.f 2..? .. 2. I I :i+2si!5)(~ =--¡Vp--i~!S -+V'V u.+--V ~)(rJø'O - ~ i.
êrT + u.' 'V T:: 1-( \7'1 Tat - v

I:: fo (i-o¿ (T-i:))
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where the variables have their usual meaning.

n2.
We assume the Froude number ~ small and consider a linear equilibrium

ß
temperature and density distribution

IS :: 10 + D. To ~li

.fs :: J: -10 0( IJ "T i!/L

where 6. ~~O is the basic temperature difference imposed over the typical height L.

The variables are non-dimensionalized in the following manner

LL :: U u.*- -, ~= L~* ,
+ _I..
t.=51 t

p :: Po -I: J L -i* +

T=T.+LJTT1"

* 
": ,;

~ t ~ L 0( Li 1; ~ + J: Uo n L p

The resulting dimensionless equations are (dropping the stars)

v.!: = 0

l,~_'; d .!ãt
~

+- ~o~.V~ + 2-K,Xy. + VI' - & T~ = E V ~
òT + tR u' V T + J.f LL' k: :: E /p t7 t T
ôt 0 - 0 - ¡Pr

f? =- JL ~ Pr = ~o n.L K,whe re E=~L'-

o(góTo _ N1- (the square of the ratio of the Brunt-Vaisala

naL - .n~ frequency to the rotation frequency)

and ó = oc~L1Tsi i.
If we assume tPr ~O(l) and d(0) E~-c-:"l we obtain the linearized inviscid

equat ions
V. y- :: 0

dU-

at +:i~l(~t-rJp- c§Tk:O

-aT + 4rS /.' Is = 0
at 0
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The parameter á involves a relation between the value of the character-

istic velocity 1Æ and the value of the characteristic perturbation temperature

~-rand is usually chosen to achieve certain balances in the equations when

the flow is driven by either a given "U or a given .61. For solutions of the

above equations in the limit¥S.:-:l an appropriate scaling for ~ is apparently

Th i s cho i ce imp lies

6 T == R.o /J To :: U ~45 ~~
We will therefore consider problems for which the dimensional initial values

vary in accordance with the above scaling in the limit of fí.(~ 1

The set of equat ions to be cons i dered are then

'I.':=o
d!; +lk-tiL+'\h:J-¡i TK =0
-at - - (J

dT +rzu..K=O
()t -/'";: - -

(i a)

(i b)

(i c)

The boundary and initial conditions for these equations for flows in closed

conta i ners are

U'Y1::0 in the boundary (2).,

and !: (~) 0) :: ~ ie (!: ) (3a)

T ( ~ ) 0) :: T;r c (~ ) (3b)
...---

i f a so 1 ut i on to the above equations is sought by a superposition of

osci i latory modes and a steady geostrophic component

" LO: T
~:~3C~)-t~~m(~)e r1

T:: 1ß (~) +- ~ 1m (~)eL'~t

(4a)

(4b)
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Howard and Siegmann2,3,4 have shown that the steady component, which satisfies

'í' !!~ = 0

2. is x ~3 + V l3 - lij Tg!5 = 0

m!:d'~=o )

(Sa)

(5b)

(5c)

can be un i que I y determi ned from the equat ion

\7 k 4 ()T Ii _/. òTzc2. y '" l.q' + - ~ = 2 Vi- u-iC' " t-cJ - r; u7! - - fi '0:- (6)

which, written in terms of f~ ' is

-i

\""~f + -l ê) ~l; - :2 V')( _LLie . t5 + if d ~cvH ~ 5 Ò ~.. - ¡¡ Ò 1! (7 )

')
where 'VH is the horizontal Laplacian, with the boundary conditions

(a-) Rš r T3 do. ~ r ;7 cia. J'is ) T" do.

A (~) A (i.) A (~)
f&i al A (:¿)

(8a)

whe re ¡san integra lover the a rea in a hor i zonta 1 p i ane enc 1 osed by

the boundaries of the container,

Cb) fi ~ :: ê) f 3 = ¡i -r cd 9~ on horizontal llflatll boundaries, (8b)

and ( C ) r = constant for è = constant and x,y on the boundaries
(8c)

,-".",- For a homogeneous fluid the governing equations are

t7.u.::o
d u. \7
-= + :lKy.u. + vp::Oôt --

If a solution to these equations is sought

(lOa)

(1 Ob)

in the form (4) the steady

geos t roph i c flow sa tis f i es
'--;
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v. ~~ :: 0

:2 ~ 'j ~d + V p~ = 0

(I 1 a)

(11b)

From equations (ll) we find

K.'\u. =0- -~
d p~ :. 0
dè

( 1 2a)

(12b)

and

g ß :: (~3' ~) -K + Yi. ~ X V f~ (13)

If we consider a container whose surface is an envelope of closed con-

tours of constant height, H, the geostropic pressure is a function of H and the

geostrophic velocity can be written

U-q:: - .. dP3 'QT)( Di~-(j 2. dH t.
.--,

(i 4)

where, if the top and bottom surfaces are, respectively

i! :: ~-r (~J~)

r '; ~B L:t J ~)

r ' K",!J T = ~ - \7~ i = 1 + (V 'i T) J !1 i
1) V, /\

Y) ': -k + Vi!6:: (l+(Ç7zoa) !Js-13 -
iAs shown by Greenspan , the osc ill atory modes possess no mean c i rcu i at ion

about a geostrophic contour, i.e. i!_

cb cts. -l (~ d'r::o

) - ~ )-rn
C (H) ea

and this allows the specification of the

( l5)

(i 4) in terms of the mean circulation of

arbitrary function ~~~ in equation

the initial velocity distribution:

Tha tis
,-"-~..,

oLp, :: -1 H Me (H)
d. H J" (H) (i 6)
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whe re

/V\C(H)=fd~ .
CO.!)

~T

-& r ~~C cL~
~ß

(1 n

and

:T(H)= Hy DT'Â!J8'd.s-
C (H)

(18)

whe re '" '"Y\ 'i n-T -13 I" " .&tS

\nrl/Del
If we consider solutions to the equations (1) in the limit!4.c.c 1

cis =

."".~,=/

we expect to regain the solutions to the homogeneous equations (10). However,

we can see that the steady solution to (1), satisfying equations (5) will,

for all values of J~SI not identically zero, have

u.~ . ~ = 0 .

Therefore, in the limit these solutions can not possibly approach the steady

geostrophic flow of a homogeneous fluid in a container whose closed contours

of constant height require a non-zero value of ~~. ~. The exact relation-

ship of the limiting flow and the homogeneous flow is then not completely

obvious. In the next sections we consider the solutions to equations (l) in

the 1 i m i t J 4 5 ' ~ ~ 1 .

3. Containers with IIFlatl1 Contours of Constant Height 

For a container with IIflatll contours of constant height, for example

a sphere, the steady geostrophic flow of a homogeneous fluid does not require

~~",._'
any vertical component of velocity. In this case we will show that the steady

mode of the homogeneous flu i d is i nc 1 uded in the geos t roph i c flow of the

stratified fluid and that it is the limiting solution to equations (5) determined

by equation (7) and boundary conditions (8).

~'-"
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First it is easy to show from equation (6) (and also directly from (1))

that the mean circulation of the geostrophic flow is equal to that of the initial

flow.

If we integrate equation (6) over an area in the horizontal plane bounded

by a geostrophic contour C(H) and then over the vertical distance H between the

bounding top and bottom contours we find

('01 ~ ( 2- V , ~.' ts cL a. + -L L \ T3 d.:" 'T(")J ::
)) Ó .¡ A (¡.)Cf3 A (H) ë.,213(H)

= f~t) 117. ~iC' ~ cl a. + ¡~~5 ' 1; Tie d.:O'TMJ (19);! 13 A(H) A(H) r:: 'êr3(H)

Using boundary condition (8) and Stokes's theorem we have

f. d. s . .. (~ . d. ~ ::,h c1 s . .l (ill d. ë-

J - H J -~ J - H) -lCC(H) è.13 cO-I) ~13
or

Iv\C3(H) = /vCic(H) (20)

Next, for¡i-5'~~lwe consider the solution to equations (5) determined by

equation (7) and boundary conditions (8). Assuming that the solution has the

following expansion in ~

~~ :: Y-!j0 + ¡; .Y~l t. . .

p ~ :: Pa l) r./a s' PaL + Lf 5 p~ ~ + . ..

T~ = Tgo + 145' T31 +

and substituting this in equations (5) and (7), we get the equations

tho Order
r~

Equation (7) is :i
"0 p~o = 0

o i=..
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Equat ion (5) gives

-= t 15 x V p~ ø..3°
d fJlo

ô~

(2 I a)

:: 0 (21 b)

Therefore
Pgo ~ f3" (x- J tj)

and boundary condition (8c) implies

PgD:: Pao (H) (21 c)

1st Order

Equat i on (7) gives

_O~i ::
d~'"

òTic
'ô~

wh i ch, wi th equat ion (5)

shows

~ :. TQOch. (J
Tøø -= T-zc + C,. (x.)~)

2nd Order

Equation (7) gives
?-

~ p~). :: 2 V xu.. k - -i \7)(" . k

a i! 2. - ie - '" v ::t¡o - (22)

Integrating this equation over the area in a horizontal plane bounded by

a geostrophic contour and then over the vertical distance H between bounding

contours and using boundary condition (8a) we find

/V\. C3" (H) = M. C (H)iC (23)

Equations (21) show that the lowest order flow is a possible geostrophic

flow of a homogeneous fluid and equation (23) shows that it has the mean circula-

tion of the initial velocity field. Therefore, for containers with 'Iflat'l contours
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of constant height the lowest order steady flow determined by equation (7) for

J 4S ~~l is the same as the geostrophic flow of a homogeneous fluid determined

by the mean circulation theorem.

4. Containers of General Shape

For a conta i ner wi th a more genera 1 shape where the homogeneous steady flow

requires a non-zero component of velocity in the vertical direction we have to

include a consideration of the oscillatory modes in the stratified fluid to relate

the i i m it i ng f i ow to the homogeneous steady f i ow.

If we let

~ (r-, t) ~ ~ (~) e /q- t

) i.crtT ( ~, t ) ~ í (~ e

equations (1) become

v.u=o (24a)

ia- y: + ~.!)( ~ + \lp -lJ.S' Tis. = 0
(24b)

¿crT + i/ u..1( ~o- - (24c)

Equation (24b) gives for the vertical component of velocity !:.~ ::w,

La- w + ~ P -fi T K :: o.Q"i - (24d)

If, forJi.S' L.~1 , we look for a balance between u.. J' and T in equations

(24c) and (24d) and require!!'k~o(1), we find

() - 0(14"5).

We therefore expand the variables as

.! :: g.o + ;4 5' ~/ + . . .
(25)

T; Tø + 145' T, + . . ·

a- :14 S' q- + 4 S d-,. + .
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This gives the following set of equations:

tho Order

V.Lt =0-0 (z6a)

i !S x ~., +. V Pø = 0 (z6b)

B.C. u,'n:.o_ø _ (Z6c)

st1 0 rde r

rv. u. = 0-/ (Z7a)

l cr ~ 0 + :i ~ 'I ~ i -+ \l Pi - To /5. =. 0 (Z7b)

La- To + ~o' 1~ -: 0 (Z7c)

a.C. u..n -:0-I - (Z7d)

From equat i on (ZOb) we have

g.o:: (~o' ~) IS + i ~ )l V' Po (Z8a)

or ~OH ': 1 ~)( \7po (Z8b)

where subscript H denotes the horizontal component,

and
"dPø =0
ô-r (Z8c)

where Po "'ß(t.i~) is undetermined and where(~o'~) can be expressed in terms of

~OH by applying the boundary condition (z6c).

To derive an equation for f() we solve equation (Z7b) for ~.V ~, ,

integrate, and apply the boundary condition (Z7d).

Taking the curl of equation (Z7b) we find

lCJ n /
~ . 'i~, =. "" v ¡( ~o - ~ \l ¡( To ~ (Z9)

If we take the curl of equation (Z8a) and substitute the resulting

expression for 'i~.Yo in (29) and also if we solve for -ç from equation (Z7c)
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and substitute this in (29) we have. .. :i
k. . 'i u. = L ir íJ'" Pø ~ -.L (d- - ') V x (u. . K) k- -I 4 .2 LO¡ -0 - - (30)

where the right-hand side is a function of x and yonly. Integrating equation(30) with respect to z yields-~
~, = (,:; V'P. k - i (~~') V X (';,' ~h J H~ (~,~)

(31)

where A (~¡~) is an arb i trary vector.

To satisfy boundary condition (27d) we require

~'.~T= O:i!T i.~ Vp~+ =IT(~~')\7j((~o'I1)~'VrT+~' (~-fl~T)
(32)

for r :. rT and

-~I.tli3:0:èß L~ flpoT èß(i;'')nx(~o'!5)I5.TJr/3t~ (~-'i=aß)
(33)

for .z= Z!13

We can add 'and subtract (32) and (33) to give, respectively,

i. ~ n fo (~T+ ~B)+ ~ (%') Vt (I!o' Is) ~ .(i-TV~7""èl3 \lrrs) + ß' (2 ~ - ('i~T + t¡ ea)) = 0 (34)

and

i:; ~ilo (~T-~B) + 1:(~~9 V' x (~()'!Sh .(tT\7~T-2ßVl!B)-~ . 

(Qi!T -rh.s) ~ 0
(35)

If we consider a container formed by a general cylinder, with generators

parallel to the z-axis and with top and bottom surfaces ~T and e13 such that

fJ-lT = \l.'lï3 ' i.e. Vl ;. - n , equation (35) becomes-T -13

'i "Pr; - 4 (cJ~~) V X (~D' ~) i~ . V' ~T = 0 (36)

Equation (34) then requires
A . n 0; -A. n = 0- -T --/3 (37)
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The term (~o'~) in equation (36) can be expressed as a function of tf" by

applying boundary condition (26c) to expression (28a)

u.'n =u..K-u.'\7~ :0- ø _ T _ ø - -0 T
or

y. 0' ~ :: \7 rT' ~h¡. -: -k V'!T' l5 x 'V Po

Substituting (38) in equation (36) we have an equation for fo .

Ç1'£fo -2.(~:I)'iX ((V"ij' ~x\7f'/l)!5) .\7èï:O
I

The bounda ry cond i t i on i s

po = constant = 0 in the boundary

(38)

(39)

(40)

and from the form of ~o in equation (28).

which fol lows from the condition that u. 'Yl=Oon the side walls of the cyl inder-0 -

For an example, consider a container where the top and bottom surfaces

are formed by parallel planes. That is, let

and

~ :: 1-.EXT a.
b

.: 13 :: - -a x.

b '
\7 ~T = Vt13 :: - --.!

)'_ :: k +.. i. :: - n-I - a,- -B

Therefore

and

whe re a. and h are the di rection cosines

and
'2 blLa. + :: 1 .

In th is case
b .u..K::--L.K'/'ip- () - 10. - - 10

:: iba. (d-' V) po

(41)

(42)
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and equat i on (39) becomes

i.
V Po + b" (d. ~ i) ô'Jß = 0

a.'J d-," O~2 (43)

Th is can be wri tten ~ ?-
~ -Ji/.~=Oòx" ò~.. (44)

whe re

( 1. ..)
~ b-cr

ß:: a:i cr''J (45)

The bounda ry cond it i on is aga in

fo :: 0 on the bounda ry (46)

Equation (44), with boundary condition (46) was given as a simple example

of the Poincaré eigenvalue problem by Howard (ref. 3, Lecture 2). The solution

for a rectangular region
o~?(~l

is

O~ ~~L

Po = 2: ~ A s. (Yl ÎÍ)() sU (mîi ~ )m h MY' XO Yo (47)

wi th
') nO. ( Y:)

p. = l':L Xo?- (48)

and
~ m"'b2.X:

0- :: 1'....." y" + m'l X:L.. ø (J (49) ~,

We can notice from equation (43) that when the top and bottom surfaces are

perpendicular to the z axis, i.e. b = 0 (llflatll contours), we have

P", -= 0

and no modes of this type exist.

Also from equation (49) we see ,"--~

.i
Ü ~ 1

i
(50)
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and therefore, for the rectangular cylinder, all these frequencies are smaller

in absolute value than ~.

For the containers just considered, where V~ =\j~ , the contours ofT B
constant height are not uniquely defined. In this case we have found that there

exist oscillatory modes withcr-O(Ji). The equation that determines the lowest

order pressure is (39) with boundary condition (40). These modes are independent

of r , to lowest order, and approach possible homogeneous steady flows in the

1 imit f4 -- O.

If we try a similar method for containers which possess a uniquely defined

set of closed contours of constant height, we find in contradiction, that the

frequency of the modes depends on 1-=H(~~). We therefore use a different pro-

cedu re and do not spec i fy the time dependence to be a simp i e exponent i a 1 but

allow for a more general time variation on a scale ofOf¡4S) A 1 so in th is

case we consider the initial value problem for equations (I) (but we only treat

it in part) and look for a solution in the form of a superposition of modes.

With L= ,ßtwe assume that the variables have the follotJing expansion

~= ~0(~11")+ ¿ ~øm (~) e¿a-rnt +/45' (!!i(~/L) + ¿ ~lM (~Jt))+m m
T:: To (!, 7:) t- L Pom (~ -t,) t . . .t7 J
f:: Po (~/r) + ~Pøm(~)eiom1:+(i(Pi(~It')+'&flrn (~/t)) + . ., (51)

This form of the expansion can be justified by the formalism of the

method of multiple time scales but we do not include that here. The similarity

1
of this procedure to that used by Greenspan in the spin-up problem can be noted.

Substituting expressions (5l) in equation (l) we get a sequence of

equat ions:
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oth Order

Geos t roph i c

v. u_0 (52a)

(52b)11' )( ~o + V Po = 0

B. C. ~o'!!:: 0 (52c)

Modes

V.u. =0_ 0\, (53a)

(S3b)

(53c)

~CJ~~O_+.2K¡(~ +'Ib :.0'" - Om rom
d7; = 0
ôt

'B. C. ~ om' t2 = 0 (53d)

1st Order

Geos t roph i c

\J . ~, = 0
dU-
~ + :2 K )( u., + \7 b - To i- = 0aT - - ,-1 ~

òTo v. k :: 0
ôi: + -0 -

(54a)

(54b)

(54c)

13. C. /.' n = 0-, - (54d)

Mod e s

V. ~im = 0
aLL-=+2Kxu. +f7 Tko
ô t - - 1 m v Pi,. - 0 yY _ .:

d-ll'+u 'K=O
Ô t: -Im-

(55a)

(55b)

(55c)

B. C. u-.n::o-I - (55d)

The zeroth order equat ions a re the same as those for the homogeneous

case. The initial geostrophic solution can be determined in terms of the initial

conditions by the mean circulation theorem, as mentioned before. Therefore,
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is given by equation (l4)

Yo ('!lt) ~ - ~ ~~ (H l 1:) 0 T x08 (56)

The mean circulation of the oscillatory modes gom is zero. From equation

(55b) we can see that the mean circulation of -lm k also has to be zero. This

means that the initial value of i: ~ in equation (54b) is determined by the mean

circulation of-çc~ and in particular is independent of è.

By taking the curl of equation (54b) we find

K . \l Ll =: .L (V x d Y() - l7 X T kJ- -1:2 òr- v 0_ (57)

Since the right-hand side is independent of a- we can integrate- 0 J
~1~1lVX :Co - \7x T.5 i!+ß(XJ~)

where ß(X,Id')iS an arbitrary vector.

Substituting (58) in equation (54a)

V. ~i = 0

(57) to obta in

(58)

we find that

A i d~ø \1 T: ( )=- K x - + v J( ~ x,/,- :2 - ò-C d (59)

and therefore

~ 1 ~ V x (it r ~~) - n x (k i! ~ K) + \7 x B (~) ~)
(60)

Now, integrating Yi'~ over the top and bottom surfaces of the boundary

enclosed by a geostrophic contour, C = C(H), using boundary condition (54d), and

applying Stokes1s theorem, we have

O=.(n .u cla.T=J.l,r dl:D. dS-z1j"?TT.K.ds+fß.d.s
J-T -I 2. J T 'at" - - - - -ST C C C (61)

and

o -=Sn . u. d. a. =.1. /. % ~. d S -1. f i!13 To k. . d. s +f 8 . d 5-/3 -/ !3 2. J 13 ôr- - ~ - - - -~ c C C (62)
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Subtracting equations (61) and (62) we find

for

Tak i ng a

.dt from equat ion (54c) and not i ng that H :: ~T- 'is is independent of pos i t i on
'õ t'

o -: L (~-?:) d !:ø . cL 5 - ¡, (i! - ~ ) Tii Ie . d s'J i e OL - 1 T G - -C~) cl~
der i vat i ve of equat i on (63) wi th respect to r

('63)

, substituting

along C, we have
..

1. ë)~o.. d.s + 

fiu. .k)k.aLs = 0 (64)r. a 1: .. l'" 0 - - -C (¡1) cll-)
I f we subs t i tute from equat ion (56) for ~D (~¡ r), equat i on (64) becomes

~
d ( eL¡OtJ) K!! _ 0

ò't2. d¡, + J d H - (65)

whe re

T:; J (H) :: Hf n _ x n . d. s- i -8 -
cOl)

r ~ 1 ~~- ijYi.1 12-J= 1- f L1 + ('\?¡) J 1+ (\J eß)J nTl( 66 cLs
Cúl)

(66)

or

and

k-:K(H)=H! (n xY' .k)K.ds)' -T -13 - - -
C(H)

K = Hf (1 + (v.TD(I+ (17..l'J Î8T' Bo' !i1~,Ls
c(H)

(67)

or

Since ; .; 0 the solution to equation (65) is
v~

¿Pll( ) +¿(~)t"
7i HIO e

d. Po (H t) =

rlH ¡ (68)

The lowest order solution, therefore, is similar in structure to the

homogeneous geostrophic flow except that it has an osci llatory character on a long

time scale L-: mt. The frequency of this flow depends only on Hand there-

fore can be viewed as a sum (or integral) of oscillatory modes (of very low

frequency) which represent a flow only in an infinitesimal cylindrical shell

about a geostrophic contour. In the limitJ45'~O this flow approaches the

steady flow of the homogeneous fluid determined by the mean circulation theorem.
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We note that for IIfl aei contours
n y,ri .K=O-T -13 -

and therefore K -= 0

and the behavior of the geostrophic flow is not present.
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PERIODIC MOTION IN A ROTATING STRATIFIED FLUID

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ZERO-FREQUENCY LIMIT

Michael R. Foster

1. Introduction

Recently, the literature has contained several papers regarding steady

motions in a rotating stratified fluid caused by the motion of boundaries or

certain thermal boundary conditions or both. (Pedlosky and Barcilon, 1967, two

papers; Veronis, 1967, II). These solutions are curious in the respect that the

usual asymptotic theory for small Ekman number (or Rayleigh number) gives

interior solutions that are controlled by the diffusion of momentum and heat

in the fluid. The solutions for either stratification or rotation alone

exhibit interiors controlled strongly by the singular layers on the boundaries
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and are thus in marked contrast to these rotating stratified solutions, which

have no Ekman or buoyancy layers to leading order.

The purpose of this investigation is to consider periodic solutions for

a rotating stratified fluid confined between two infinite vertical parallel

plates and subjected to one-dimensional temperature distributions on those

plates. Subsequently, it will be shown that when úù is O(Sl) , the buoyancy

layers on the plates control the interior motion which is of 0(£\4.) where E is

the Ekman number based on the plate spacing, j? One example of such a solution

in Section 3 shows some similarities to the spin-up problem (Walin, 1968). In

Section 4, the structure of the solution is given for w.((Sl and it is shown

that there are 3 distinct regimes in the frequency domain. If w~JV.J/-e~ the

buoyancy layers exert a strong effect on the interior flow which now splits into

a part of O(i.fjfJll) orO(£~)J :w/.., which consists of the temperature and

transverse velocity (perpendicular to the plane of the temperature distribution),

and the U.-Wvelocity field in the)(- è plane normal to this transverse direction

(-'4. )and still of 0 t /. This range of frequencies is also characterized by the

appearance of a Stokes layer (Stokes, 1851) on the plates of thickness(V~)Y~ which

is thicker than the buoyancy layer and which takes the large transverse velocity

to zero on the wall. This arises because the vorticity leaving the wall is

trapped near the wall by the vorticity coming toward the wall one-half cycle

later. One can see at this stage that diffusive effects have now extended into

the flu i d beyond the conf i nes of the buoyancy layers. If uu is in the range

In))/i')'~) w ~)y/.e: then the strong constraints of the rotation begin to be

really felt; the buoyancy layers cannot exist in this range, and the thermal field

calculated in the interior is uniformly val id to the wal I. However, the trans-

verse velocity again must be brought to zero through a Stokes layer. The buoyancy
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layers do exist to O(f/fY~)and feed an )(--: flow of O(f) which is now much

smaller than the primary transverse motion which is now 0(1). The Stokes

layer is still thin here, but larger than previously, in fact, much thicker

than E If'l. Finally, taking w:5 )//1.'", the diffusion having penetrated into

the whole body of the fluid through the mechanism of the Stokes layer, the

primary flow Is entirely controlled by diffusive processes. Hence, the buoyancy

layer converSlence or divergence is important all the way down to O(fl~) in f '

at which po,Int the flow begi'ns to take a more diffusive character, though the

transltJon is incomplete until f is O.(r=). By elementary considerations, one

can easily show that, in a purely stra'tified fluid, periodic solutions will be

essentially like their steady equivalents if r ~ l1V3 where r is non-dimension-

al ized with the Brunt-Väisãlã' frequency and R is the Rayleigh number. So, the

addition of rotation makes the requirement for a quasi-steady motion much stronger,

i'.e., f ~ f.

2. Matl;emati ca r Formu I at ion

The equations of motion for a rotating stratified fluid under the usual

Bouss inesq approxima't i onsare

dU* (*~) * * r *" ñ:iT"
(it +~. l. y + 2. .Q )( ~ + Po V\" :: iJ v !! + ~ 0( . ~

aT* + '(u.'t. fl) Tll+ 4ti T W'" = :i fj'"7*õt - L. cr
(2. i)

(2.2)

d.tv u* = 0 (2.3)~. ., ~
where f)" denotes a dimensional quantity, T" is a perturbation temperature,

0- the P-randtl number,.. t/:e kinematic viscosity, ~ the acceleration of

grav:ity, Oé the thermalexpamsi.on coefficierit, and (4DT/L) is the imposed temper-

ature grad ient. Her.e, we suppose that n = .Q~" ~ the vertical unit vector.
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Writing y."= E 3~T ~, Tf= (E-tiT)T) p"= (Po9o(E.1T 1.) P, r= 't/Sl

where E = TojÓT ,To being the scale of the non-l inearity, givesau -( ) ~
'aT +E y.-n Y-fl~xH+vP=E"v~+l!T
òT + Ë (u'\7)T + A R")W = E V..TaT - ï ~

(2.4)

(2.5)

\l.g. = 0 (2.6)

:i

I n these equat ions, f ::)) /.n 1. )

scaled with .-. Hereafter, we

lJ?- qodH - ~ci67lJ = ~ ) E= i.n.'" E,
wi 11 suppose that -T

and the coordinates are

is sufficiently small to

make the convection of heat and momentum unimportant, i.e., E =0. Supposing

. .(1:there is an et. time dependence,L:w/.f, then the G:: 0 equations are

~ t ~ + :i ~ x ~ + \1 P :: E V'iy. + ~ T (2.7)

'f :i £ o;LT+4~W=ërVT (2.8)

'\. ~ -= 0 (2.9)

One can write (2.7) - (2.9) as one-eighth order partial differential equation in

P of obvious elliptic character. If there are operators

1.. L. £ ,,'J 'f
L::E'i-Lf, t::ërv-L then one can

wri te eas i ly ~

L (LLtt 4l":i)~~P+ Lt (L?-+ 4) ~ :1. = 0 (2. 10)

which is of little real use except to notice that the Ekman and buoyancy layer

scaling are immediate by setting just the first group of terms or the second equal

to zero.
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3. Solution for Small Ekman Number;f=O(I).

The procedure in this section is to look for solutions of (2.7) - (2.9)

in the strip-oo.(-è .(oo,-c: ~~(OO..I'1I¿'1 subject to the boundary conditions

that
T= ~z (~) ó" X:: 1. I (3.1a)

u=v=w=-o OY)(=.:I (3.lb)

A. The Interior Solution; 0(1)

Away from regions of strong gradients

u. = u.(o) + E Y2. u.(I) + £ u.(2.) +- - - -
~(/()::!f'l()('/I1:)' Insertion of this sequence into (2.7) - (2.9) and taking

near ¡xi:: I , we put

etgJ

whe re

the limit E-70, with (x,z) fixed, gives

i.f y.(O)+ 2 ~ X ~(o\ V p(o)= !! T(O)

i.fT(O'+ 4 l31.W(fJ)= 0

dJ1i i. (ø):: 0

(3.2)

or, i f ~ ( ) = 0,
.. -a

4 j3 -f a~p(o)-+
4-.t" ~x::i

ì1. p(ø)
= 0

ô ë'J
(3. 3a)

and -. a~ peo)
u. (0) = 4 -.t' ôX:

vJ (ø) =
it 'ò p (0)--

4p~r 'à e

V (0) ::
.1 ~ P (t-

4-t" () x

-r Co)::
4. (31- Ô p(o)

4 f'-t" nê

(3. 3b)

(3.3c)

(3. 3d)

(3.4e)

where we wi i 1 assume that

ftl 0( Mt/V (4ß~4) (3.5)
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throughout the treatment to assure the ellipticity of (3~3a) uniformly as

Now, the boundary condition appropriate to (3.3a) is no flow through the vertical

wa II s , ~
a p (0)
dX, = 0 on X = :: I. (3.6)

which also, as it happens, makes V(O)(:tI,t)=O. Applying (3.6) to (3.3a) means that

P(ø) __ constant is the only solution, the constant being arbitrary.

LL(o) :: V (0) = W(o): T(t:): 0

Hence,

(3.7)

B. The Buoyancy Layers on x = i 1

puttingx=:!I+Jß~ Eand the inner expansion

Lt= r- û.(O) (E ~) + E Û. (i ) +~~ i ßV¡
(v J W)= (v 

(O)(E ,z:)) 0(ø)(ç, ~)) + o(f(35a

p= p(Ø)(çl~)+O(EYi) ~t ~(.

into (2.7) - (2.9) and letting E~o with f" fixed will give the usual buoyancy

layer equations with unsteady effects, viz.,

-041-(0) ':f (/1(0) "
- ~ (-l+..ì - + (4- (f/ß)'))T(O) = 0ar4 f3 I( ) õç")

"
ctT(b) . f A (0)
~ ~") - L 13") T

(3 . 8a )

4 w(o) = -l
'¡p~'

(3. 8b)

() û. (oJ ò W (0)-+-::0(1; Òi! (3.8c)

which do not contain the vertical pressure gradient from the interior solution

(0"1 () P
since 3.A. indicates thataP (ò~:o, ex dt :: 0(1). After some algebra, the

solution is given as
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T("(:t J,') ,o(",(è) ¡ U~~. +~e.("l)AÓ+ ~~'? _~ e.(I-l)B~, R
:i(A'l+13S)

(3 . 9a )

and

WCO)(:!1 r\=: LIFo/ oj (1) ¡( ~.s. -f\ (2:a + f)J. Ie. f (I'¡¿)A ~ _ e1:B(H)B~))) a¡l(A'"+ al) W :; 0- J '\ (3.9b)

whe re

(~) =

j f'l _) \
(4(31 (~-Jë + I :t £( ~+ra)4ß .f

which are always positive provided (3.5) holds.
+00

If F:t(?:) 

= i w~) (ç¡~)d.r, is the volume flux of fluid in theo
buoyancy layer, then (3.8c) will give

û.~ (:¡GO)1!) = _ a~~(r)

Carrying out the algebra will give the following boundary condition for the

O(E~)interior fluid equations.

So

, I () (.. ~(~ V (' ')ei) + I ~ _ + ~ c:-t ~ 2A. ~ I-L IH _
u. c-) )- - ¡ßrr-I/': 1,,~1(A"1-62) IF -f IF +f T-T = 'P-t (i:) (3. lO)

I
" I ol t. C'l)which reduces to the fami liar:t ¿¡ (f3fF)'\1i whenf ~O. Notice that the phase

angle is
arc tan (ì3-A) 4( 0 since 13 .. A from definition from A and B.

'B+A

O (E IJ'))C. The Interior Solution,

Do i ng the same th i ng as descr i bed in A for the 0(£ V:i) term gives i dent i ca I 1 Y

the same equa t ions for P (i), u.(I), we.) et ~ as i nA for the 0 (i) terms, i. e.

replacing superscript (0) by superscript (i) in (3.3) gives the O(£~) equations.( Y-) .Therefore, the 0 E i solution is reduced to the solution of the Neumann Problem,
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o..p(t~ ,4 ß :f'l rt~p(l) = 0

å~" 4-f~ Ô~1-

a pl,) f3-_ :: _ 4- Cf (~) o- X = :: L.ô)! if:t
(3.11a)

(3.12b)

where 'l+(t) is symbol ic of the complex expression in (3.10)
00 -

If S Io(t(i-) \d.~ ~ 00, a convenient representation of the solution is in terms
-00

of Fourier transforms in the z-direction.

If p(l\ -l (ir(k1x.)e ¿/(~ dl(

21f ) I-t;
(3.13a)

then one can eas i 1 y show that

1T(~I)£)=- .4-:+; hlt ((~ -l )~h~t.~x+-(i+ff).sÃS'UYÀxJ2iptsim ~ +- (3.l3b)

where
oø

§;t (f(,x),; J e _ib 'P;t Ct)da
-00

and À = J 4; :!;. ' k. Not i ce exh i b i ted the exp 1 i c i t dependence on the symmet r i c

and antisymmetric parts of the boundary conditions.

(3.l3c)

D. Two Examp 1 es

(i) Temperature pulses of arbitrary phase

Suppose 0( + (~) = H (r) - H (=è - H)

0(_ (~) = eto/( H(~) - Her-H))

then Cf+(ë) = t(J(~)-ó(~-H)J

tp_(:~) = _¥eLlJ(cf(r)- J (r-H))

= t e i.(LJ- ii) Lcf(è) - Je-l - H)J

where Y is the phase i nformat ion, ~,
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't = d- '/~ ¿ Ii~ r .l - fJ ¡l: + f J r J. - mJ,¡po-'ß3(A'J-t at) L ¡a w LAB

Then, using (3.l3c), we get

p :! (If) :: t e i. (i :. 3: )( IJ - if) l' _ e - ¿ k H)

and putting this into (3.13b) and doing the inversion of iT gives, evaluating

the inversion integral by means of contour integration in the complex k plane.

1')(1)- _ .."'"" (I el.ip)~ C_I)Yl( -11iTli'l_ -nn/a'-H't)co.s tl1l 'l +r - 2 of 0 + ¿ ti i! e e )L 'f; I
(i ~ip\ ~ (- 1)Y1 (-(YI+-~)íT/1!'/ -(Y1+l)iTl~I-H'I, C .L)-x.+ -e)L.(+.l)- e -e SIfY'+2.'/

n:o Y\ 2. IL

i ¡; i J 4,6'- f~t ~l: ~ ' H -=H 4-.t2.' These solutions derivatives arewhe re

not convergent on z = 0 or z = H in the classical sense. This is the direct

result of using the Dirac distribution as if it were classically defined. This

use of point sources and sinks to analyze the flow resulting from temperature

pulses is worrisome at first since one can not expect (3.10) to be appl icable

over variations in the vertical of scale smaller than O(E~J Now, in the

case of pure stratification, there are, at least in the steady state, R y~ and

R ~ layers to carry this flux of fluid. However, one can easily convince oneself

that the only possible horizontal layers, viz, Ekman layers, do not have struc-

ture sufficiently complex to carry the mass. So. the flux must be handled by

the interior flow. Certainly this outflow takes place, for .f of 0(1), in

\I,. i;.
small regions of dimension E X E:i. Asymptotically this is of zero width for

the interior flow, and hence the use of point-sources and sinks seems to be

quite acceptable in this context. This source- and sink-like character of the

interior flow is exactly what is found by Walin in his treatment of the spin-up

problem for (2.4) - (2.6) (Walin, 1968).
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I n genera 1, it is easy to show that

(~~ )p"'"on,T, (;~ 1,r"."'lin,:

".

4 --F

.q ß~ - t ,.

0.15)

y. , the s t reaml i nes make a cons tant (and sma 1 I, as t; ~ co) ang 1 e wi th the

p(l~ const. 1 ines, the isobars. In the (z' ,x) plane, the curves are orthogonal

"fami 1 i es of curves.

This solution is understandable simply only when j4¡;":(' is very large,4-~~
Then, convergence of the series, away from è=O, H/i and H , is extremely rapid.

In this case, the solution should approach the stratified solution. One can show,

when lf= 0, that the streamlines are horizontal except in regions near ¡xl = J

and X -= 0 of width O(t.lñ.)i~~/Jf)where they curve into )Xl:.l , ~ =0, I- or X =0, -r =0,

H. If lJ = Tr , the streaml ines are straight across and curve into Ixl = I ,ê~ 0 ,

H in a reg.ion of the order stated. Hence, when the stratification is extremely

large, the flow is quasi-steady almost everywhere; most of the dynamics occurring

in the Y,ß regions near the vertical boundaries. This observation is consistent

with the associated phenomenon in the spin-up problem as pointed out by Wålin.

A sketch of the flow field given by (3.14) when (- is large is shown in Figure

for each case discussed above, viz, il=D and tp:.ït. The double line indicates what

must be R ~ layers to complete the ci rculation; the physics of such a singular

region is clearly not a part of the solution (3.i4).

(ii) Sinusoidal Temperature Distributions

Suppose thatO(j:(i-)=-K:tCbClr. Then, by (3.10) CP-!(~):::t O(K:t ìllsVnol:?h V', ( )were ø is exactly the phase information called Y in i . Simple separation of

variables technique in deference to an inconvenient (3.13) formulation will give

just
p(l~ - 4~.ç" oC'( 'sÎloL ~ (:. ie svnli a-l" + ~+ + I'C ~q-)(J

2 l fer "q- Sim Fur (3.16)
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Here,

~4-+0: eX 4 ~.-:-t ')

k+ :: K_
?-p(')::_ £4:/ K+Y'(~)S'LfO(~ c~hõx

.s h 0-

whe re

(a) Symmetric case,

and use of (3. l5) wi 1 I give the stream funct ion

ip = cDSO('è ~ ox.s
(3 . 1 7)

The qualitative nature of (3.17) is given in Figure 2a. Notice that (J~Odoes

not alter the streamline pattern. However, sinc.e/XJ~ I, ll O((J asa-~O and hence$
this flow carries no mass and the streamlines are irrelevant. One can see that as

n~o ,W-'O to preserve f of O(/)and hence the "700 limit must give an
essentially steady solution. The steady solution has been given in the literature

(Veronis, 1967,1) and it does indeed exhibit this zero interior flow property.

The only effect is to restratify the fluid, steepening and shallowing the mean

gradient in a distance Trio(.

(b) Antisymmetric case; K_= -K+
r" i . hAga i n p(l) :: _ .q -¡ ci k Y sim ~ ~ svn d-t.

i.fd- + ~h 0-
and (3.15) produces the stream function

y; = CoS eX ê coJ cr X
Q.

(3.18)

Here, clearly 'l~~c(ž! as rr-? 0, so there is a non-vanishing amount of mass carried
a.

by the fluid V lT . The streaml ine pattern is shown in Figure 2b. The pecul iar

thing is the stagnation points located on x-=o at~: wl7L' and the part of the volume

fl ux out of the buoyancy i ayers that reenters the same 1 ayer. One can show eas i 1 Y

from (3.18) that the dotted asymptote that bounds this region in Figure 2b has a

slope J(4 -ri)/(4\?"'-f,¿)'.
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4. So 1 ut i on for Sma 11 Ekman Number and J =: 0 (I)

In this section, we seek an asymptotic theory for the problem previously

stated under the double i imit F~O , f -70. This means that the interior

so 1 ut i on has a representat i on
DO

u. ~ '\ € i-Yi)_ C- n
Tl::o

(4. 1 )

where En+ I = o( €,l and the sequence f E 1' J as a funct i ona 1 of f and E must a 1 so

be such that Ey\-- 0 as f,f -- O. Under this 1 imit with gradients of 0(1) ,

( ) ( ) (, (.,) c.o) co)). .2.7 - 2.9 give very simple equations for the l~ ,P ,T )Solution, viz,

u.Co): ~ ls xV peo) (4.2a)
-: p(o)

T(ø)_ ~- Ôë (4.2b)
These equat ions a i ready have a different character from (3.3) when t WQSO(/).

There, p(D) was a sort of velocity potential and here P(ois clearly identifiable

as a stream function. Note that (4.2) already obeys the inviscid boundary con-

dition~'~""oon boundaries.

A. The Buoyancy Layers on 'l:::i f

As in section 3.B., we write

X~il+j(3~()'é and

use exactly the same inner expansion as in that place for the variables. Because

f:: 0(1) however, the structure is essentially that of a steady buoyancy layer

as can be seen by letting f~O in the equations of (3.B). Nevertheless, there

is substantial difference here becauseClpC.Ø)JJr):t/is not necessarily zero, so it

must be reta i ned in the equat ions. The essent i a 1 resu 1 t of the sol ut ion is the

boundary condition it produces on the external flow which, in this case, takes

the form
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- ~ i J1: a. . ê) P
u (:i 1,-_) ~ 10 ~J¡~,¡") d;, l'" 1. (è) - Ò i! I:i i (4.3)

This compatibility condition plays an important role in what follows.

B. The Interior Solution; Sl ))w ~J7J.n/i:i'

In this range of f ' which may be stated ma.thematically as follows:

-t C. E \i:) .( 00E"-,o f
(4.4)

one can show that the leading term in the outer expansion of the solution is

o (£lf1f)' This is easily seen by examination of the boundary conditions (4.3)

which apply to the solution. The only terms that could possibly be larger are

O(f"f for some integer values of k. , and the solutions to the associated

equations can easily be seen to be zero. Hence, write

E II,. r (0) I) )J
i: :: T L ~* + f ~~ + ø C f (4.5)

where the * is used to distinguish this LL~) as to order from the previous ~~)

in section 3. Substitution of this and similar expansions for ír and Pinto

(2.7) - (2.9) and successive application of the limit will yield the two sets

of equat ions,

1.(0) :: -l k \l P, (0)_* 2. _ X *
-r~,,) ~ ê) P:o)

'õ ~

( 4 . 6a )

(4.6b)

and 'l _k )( LL (I) L u. (0) + on P (I) = k T li_-L + _* v * _ ~ (4.7a)

. --IO) ") (I)
L ii + 4 (: W ¥o ;: 0

£9 to) "è w (I)Lt¥- ~:= 0ÒX Ôt
(4.7b)

(4.7c)

Substitution into (4.3) also gives just, on X.:::t i ,
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(I)LA :: +* -
u.~) = 0 J

i d. E\L d p*(o)
'I/(,em' &... ("'.t(rJ- h-) ~ (4.8)

The y-component of (4.7a) gives just

V (0) 2' (I)* = L 1.-* (4.9)

and elimination of theO(f) variables in (4.7) leads, with (4.8) and (4.9) to

the fol lowing boundary va i ue problem,

-i(/ pMß ~ +
r 'dX"

d'" f. (0)~ = 0
d~:a (4.10)

and on x=:tl) d p(o)* -~- dcl~ r cx! (i!)- ( Erd/~) d ::(O)J/(t' fë)3' L j 0 &:

,

-t L

So, in general, one has to solve this problem for the interior. The difficulty

with this solution is, of course, that it does not satisfy no-slip on x= f I

since Vi!(O)t 0 there. In fact,

V(O\+I;~):.-:~ ~ ro(-+ (~) _ E~"* - 2; (p¡¡)')' a.~ L - T
d p,/o) J
ã~ (4.11)

One can easily convince oneself that the buoyancy layers of section A cannot

remove th i s non-zero ve loci ty on the wa lIs.

The Stokes Layer

It is clear that the peculiar details of (4.10) are related to the

periodicity of the solution directly, so one might expect that any new singular

layers would also be related directly to the unsteadiness of the flow. Without

giving the details, a substitution of the form

£ 'i.,", (0)
V :: T V.l +

_ E y, -u.(l)U. - * + . .. etc. into
(2.7). - (2.9) with the independent variable '1'

x:. :t I + J:t :' 7 and doing the limit process
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wi 11 y i el d (4. 6b) and the x and z components of (4 .6a) pl us

ò"'V(o¡ ...(0) · Vel)).. * _tV.. =-L oI(ì,"l) ..,.2 'õ.i )(-=.Y) -:_(1)
aU\, -= 0

ò Vi

(4.l2)

which is an equation used by Stokes in 185l to describe the flow induced by

small harmonic oscillations of a plate in a viscous fluid.

'1;0)= V;O) (:tj~r)LI-e:t(\+i:1J

The so 1 ut ion is

(4.13)

Now, the thickness of this layer is J2)1/W' and under (4.4) it is certainly thin

and yet thick compared to the buoyancy layer, so the technique of using, for

V~')(:tl)~)the value at the edge of the buoyancy layer is justified.

So, the solution in this range is complete, the solution of (4.10) being

used to evaluatt V*(O)(i I)r) from (4.9) and (4.8) and a P:"t()~ being calculated for

insert i on into the buoyancy 1 ayer sol ut i on to complete it. For f is th is range,

the buoyancy layers st ill playa domi nant role in the dynami cs, but one beg i ns

to see hints that viscosity is going to be important in the interior of the fluid

because of the existence of the Stokes layer outside the buoyancy layer. In

addition, lowering f has the effect of raising the order of the interior flow

which is now O(i:Y¡t) and as f-7f~ from above, the velocities in the interior

-70(1).

C. The Interior Solution; in i)/R.~'/)w ))v/.e3.

In this parameter range we have the double constraint,

G" 0
I. --=1m r
,¡ -) 0 ,.

am d. I i \' ;I/i. = 0

i:-)O
(4.14)

that is Y w is sma 1 I compa red to the d i ffus ion time and 1 arge compared to the

IIspin-upll time. (Greenspan and Howard, 1963). Now, in the expansion scheme for

the interior,€,,= 1,61::£,14 '€.z;.f ' . It is quite clear that both the Or))
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and O(E'~)terms in the expansion obey (4.6) which obviously, then, makes

buoyancy layers impossible since the strong constraint in the interior associated

with the stratification and rotation, in this geometry, imply that there can

exist no horizontal (i .e. x-direction) or vertical velocity to 0(£ ~). So,

(4.3) with boundedness at 00 implies

d p(o)
- =- 0(+ (~) 0Y X ~ t I'ò r - (4.l5)

Now, the order f equat ions may be used in the usual way to give the 0(1)

equat i on as
., (0) ., (0)'J Ò P Ô P

(4. i 6a )(! òx.:i+ dr' ~ = 0

as it must be under (4.14), and is the same equation as (4.10), and

Ll(o):: .11( ') íl pM- 2 - (4.16b)

As before, there is a Stokes Layer on the walls which has the solution

""V (D) _ I ô peD) ( I ) r ;t (I + i.711:tl -i: oX :t,r Li-e J (4. 17)

wi th

'1 ::
X+I

J2. Elf' which is even a thicker layer than before.

So, here the temperature field contains no regions of large gradients; however,

diffusive character in the flow is still isolated to the boundary region but,

asf~E, this layer will fill the interior and then clearly diffusive action

wi 11 dominate the interior flow.

D. The Interior Solution; w~ )J/"¿'l

In this final range of frequencies, the constraint on the mathematics is

Jim (f/E) ( 00 (4.18)
i:-'lO

In this outer expansion Eo:: I , t,= E'I.i, E:i= E ,Ei= oCt), etc. Buoyancy layer
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suction is again prevented by the 0 (E'I'-)equation, but the O(E)equation is now

L (f/E)!l (.0) + 2. ~ X \J..o.) + \j pC'-):: J5 T L~) + \J2.~Lo)

i. (fiE) T (0\ 4 (J?. W (")) -: -? yo?. T (0) (4.19)

cUv t.C..) __ - 0
P (0),Conservation of mass to this order then yields an equation for viz.,

1 J L) (0) - J~ \j" - if IE da ~1- + l~ \ji_ tilE
d') pCo) :: 0
'ò ~~

(4. 20a)

/L(O) :. -i k l. V p(o)- :2-
"p (oJ

T(O):: a
0"2

(4.20b)

(4. 20c)

Now the no-slip boundary condition and the thermal condition give

d p(~ 1- ::0Ò "t on
Ô p (ó)
'd:¡ :: 0( :: (r:)

1- :: i I (4.21 )

The solution is now entirely controlled by diffusion and there are no singular

layers anywhere in the fluid. It is inconsistent to retain the (l/Eherm inf (i) pee)(4.20a) if is sufficiently smalL. If, in a particular case,P $0, then

will contain terms of uniformly larger order than the p(l) terms only if -F is

in the range
E ~) -F )? E 3/2-

For all tIS not obeying this restriction, (4.20a) is to be solved without the

tie: terms. Only then is the motion precisely a Ilsteadyll motion with the interior

precisely in phase with the boundary fluctuations.

E. An Example; Sinusoidal Temperature Distributions

We now do a particular example of the things set forth in B, C, and D

frequency doma ins. Take

Ci+ (~):: - K+ c. ~ ~- - (4.22 )

whÎch is just the problem done in Section 3.D, (ii).
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( i) Jl).? W ~ J"' n/ .l~; ß

The problem here is to solve (4.l0) under the above condition (4.22).

It is quite easy to ,obtain the solution as

and

pCO)_ isuoa' (Q'(+-KJ~~)( (J.+-KJ~ì. J

'* - (ß~)'I'- ).sunÀ- b~~ + À~)-bsmÀ

À ;: oik CA h = L.oL L J r:'rr';~

J. ()p*Lo) :: 'LÌiSÍolr ¡(f:(K.¡+I(-hJmMl + (K+-K_)~ÀJ:i ole :tl 2(f3ra)',( )i'5À-bl.Ã À~ì\-b$Uì\

(4.23)

where

(4.24 )

and

For the symmetric case k.+-= K_, the stream function is

~ ::~o(ts.ÀX
(0)( ) . ì. 1.(+ .' I

V,* :tl): =:t lt1l)'/:iwYC(;¿ I-tco#i)' (4.25a)

so the streamlines are just as in 3.D.(ii)(b).

For the antisymmetric case, the stream function is

!fa. = ~ rX~ ~ Àt which is

identical with (3.18) with r~ O. Then v-velocity at the plate is

l.o)k+ L 5 iYl '" tV (-lI~)-'* - J - (ß ra)'1'- (1- t to.~ À J

Hence, the streamlines are just those given in section 3.D(ii) with f == 0 ,

and they represent a periodic flow in the x-z plane with velocities of OL£~)'

(4.25b)

However, those velocity components do not represent the primary motion in the

interior since there is y-velocity of o(EV"lf). In addition, there are shear

layers to bring this velocity component to zero on the plates, and these layers

are thick compared to the buoyancy layers which also sti 1 i play an important

role in the dynamics of the interior. The structure of the shear layers has been

given in (4. 13) .
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(4.26 )

and V(())is the x-derivative and is now 0 (i) in the interior. The shear layers

given by (4.17) reduce the velocity to zero. The buoyancy layers do not enter

the solution to this order due to the strong constraints on the interior motion.

The u. and W velocities are O(f)and the streamline pattern has the same struc-

ture as in (i) for the purely symmetric and purely antisymmetric cases. However,

this Ll-Wflow is becomin- less and less significant asf~O,

(iii) w ~ yje'", 1)

In this section, the u and W velocities are DCE) and the solution is now

without singular layers (4.20) and (4.21) giving the solution, in symbolic form,

p(O); _ s:cx~ i Ahei\t¡¡(

i
(4.27)

where the A'i are determi ned from the equat ions
4

'" A :tÌ\'i - KL, \'e -:t
,

~ +~
L AnAn e- \:0

,

and the "f'j are roots of the quadràtic

).')= ~(O("(,+ ß,,~)+lf/~:!t (cl~(i- (J~(j)+Lf/c:ì'l+ ~i:OJ(~-V(C¿~Lf/E) (4.28 )

A lot of algebra will eventually give the explicit form of (4.27) as just
_ p(o) ~:: K++I( ).2.~À2.~AI~-).lsPTJ.lÀlcoÀ.i)( t

,tO(è ;L ~".th Ã~ ~)ii - À1 &.À., ~ i\;i
I(t- K_ ).,.~).,.Wv"''I-~I~ Ã1Wv~).'/

+ :i /.2. CDÀz. &W ",- À, ci À, ~A:L

where .\ and "~are absolute values of the roots (4.28), g. , the roots are in
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pairs,:t À,,:! À2,. These have simple forms in two cases. If fiE. ~ 0

L- -- (J(ß~-I)JÀ1""(). 1+1o(iE (Jß"-I

.À" '" 0( r i + iter f3~ d-(o--I)J
.. ß~ L lo("c t3~O--'

(4.29 )

If d- :: I , then (4.28) readily will yield just

( 1. ~/ )Vi¡ ¿ta.Yi -, (f/o(~~) LÀ,= "'+f/£' e J
(4.30)

À:¿:OI/Y

5. Conclusion

So, we have seen that when a rotating stratified fluid is subjected to

periodic temperature boundary conditions, the fluid motion is characterized by

buoyancy layer suction when W is o(n). As W gets smaller, it passes through

two distinct regimes before becoming so small that the fluid exhibits the typical

diffusion-controlled steady structure. These two intermediate regimes both

exhibit a thin Stokes layer as an important part of the structure of the leading

order interior solution. The buoyancy layers become less and less significant

in the dynamics of the interior region, the importance of diffusion in the interior

becoming manifest in the growth of the Stokes layer from a size just larger than

the buoyancy layer, through a size O(f'H) at the transition between the two

regimes, to 0 (i) when f -- f. Thus, the unsteady motion becomes less and less

successful in confining the z-vorticity to the walls and eventually it fills the

entire fluid. For elucidation of the details, consider the table on the following

page. This is shown schematically in Figure 3. Some future work might include

inertia effects say fi rst in the Stokes lavp.r in region III where the shears are

very large. In all of this treatment, we have taken E: :: 0 , which is hopefully

a good lowest order solution. In view of the analogy, (Veronis, 1967, II), what

is done here wi 11 be essent i a 11 y the same as movi ng hori zonta 11 y i nf i n i te boundari es
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11

úJ REGIME I NTER I OR FLOW BUOYANCY LAYER STOKES LAYER

O(V,T) o (u i IN) o(W) I) () (V)

W:O(J1) E '/:i E Y:i I E l/:i

l.n'¿ W o(oC SL
E'Yt EY;i I EI1f

l-'J -

))/l?~¿W ~(' r~~\ I f f / ~ II" I

W~ Vi!.') I E E '/~ NONE

1

111

1 V

with some specified speed in a stratified rotating fluid. Then all of the phenomena

are t i 1 ted through 900.
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MECHANICAL STIRRING AND SALT FINGERS

Michael C. Gregg

1. Introduction

Much interest has developed recently in the role of salt fingers in the

ocean. Laboratory experiments, Turner (1967), have shown that stirring inhibits

the formation of salt fingers. This has cast some doubt on whether salt fingers

can occur in the ocean. As a first step in approaching this problem the present

measurements were done to observe the effect of various rates of mechanical stir-

ring on salt fingering.

2. Experimental Method

The experiments were performed in a 24.5x25x45 cm plexiglass tank shown

in Figure I. Experiments were done both with the stirring grids as shówn and

with only the top grid. Data runs were made with hot salty water above cold

fresh water and wi th sa I t water above suga r water. I n both cases the dens i ty

difference between layers was approximately 5 parts per thousand.

For the salt fingering runs the tank was first filled with tap water and

then the heat I ng co i 1 was used to wa rm the upper 1 ayer to produce a temperature

contrast of approximately 250C between the layers. Intermittent stirring was used

to produce a homogeneous layer above the interface. In the single grid runs dye

was used in the upper layer so that the interface could be visually brought to the

24 cm level. When the upper layer was at the proper temperature the heater was

turned off and 30 grams of salt dissolved in hot water were carefully added to the

upper 1 ayer. The dens i ty of the added hot sa 1 ty water was near I y the same as that

of the hot water in the upper layer. Add i t i on of the sa 1 t water was done s I owl y

over a period of several minutes. Both the stirrer and the timer were started as

soon as the sa 1 t water began to be added.
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Fig. I. Experimental tank with insulation removed.

For each of the various stirring rates measurements were made of the

temperature and conductivity in the bottom layer as a function of time.' For

most measurements the bulb of the thermometer and the conductivity probe were

located at 6-8 cm above the bottom of the tank. The thermometer was graduated

in units of O.loC and was read to the nearest tenth of a degree. The con-

ductivity instrument was a commercially available dip type probe that was

calibrated directly against salt concentration and temperature. Unfortunately

the threshold of the probe (.18 0/00 salt at 220C) was too high to observe the

initial stages of salt fingering.

Duri ng some runs temperature profi les were taken through the interface.

At the conclusion of some runs using both grids the tank was drained slowly

to permit a final profile of temperature and salinity.
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3. Data and Discussion

Sa 1 t concentrat i on and temperature observed at 6 cm above the bottom

of the tank for the single grid case are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Similar

results for the double grid case are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The curves shown

are those of individual data runs. In most cases at least two runs were made

for each stirring frequency. In some cases the curves dupl icated, in others

there were variations, but in all cases the relative positions of the curves for

different stirring rates were the same as shown in the figures.

Both Figures 2 and 4 show that the salt flux is strongly inhibited by

stirring. For both cases the salt flux at the probe has a minimum and then begins

to increase at st i i 1 higher st i rri ng rates. The temperature increase in the lower

layer has a minimum as a function of stirring rate in the one grid case and in-

creases continuously in the double grid case.

The lower set of curves in Figure 4 were an attempt to determine the trans-

port of salt independently of the salt fingering. It is interesting to note that

at a moderate stirring rate the salt was transported downward much more effectively

in the diffusively stable system.

I n the one gr i d case there are two processes act i ng. On one hand there is

the salt fingering situation, in which a gravitationally stable system is diffu-

sively unstable, which acts to decrease the potential energy of the system by

transporting density downward. The other process is entrainment, i.e. the advance

of a turbulent layer into one at rest, which acts to increase the potential energy

of a stratified system.

From Figure 2 it seems that salt fingering is completely inhibited at the

higher stirring rates while the interface is descending. Once the interface is

reasonably stable salt fingering seems to begin. Temperature profiles for various
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shaking rates are shown in Figure 6. Differences of temperature of the bottom

layer are partly due to variations of tap water temperature.

If the total heat flux across the interface is represented by H~ and the

salt flux is represented by ~ ' then the density flux due to heat is given by

ocHtand that due to salt by ¡8 ~ . ~ is the volume coefficient of thermal

expansion and ¡. is the similar coefficient for salt. Turner (1967) has shown

that 0( H)J;due to salt fingering is approximately 0.5 forexL::tr/ßtiS across the

interface in the range of 2 to 10. For the present measurementsCl.óYILiS = 3.8.

Several persons have performed tank experiments with a stirring grid to

observe entrainment of stably stratified fluids. These experiments have shown

that the interface between turbulent and non-turbulent- fluids is sharp and that

entra inment occurs by the detachment of wi sps or streamers from cusps of i nterna 1

waves at the interface. Consequently, for diffusively stable systems the layer

below the entraining interface is not mixed with the upper layer. Hence, for

the single grid experiments one expects that the increase of temperature and

sa 1 t in the lower layer is due on 1 y to sa 1 t fingers and molecular d i ffus ion.

The 0( Ht rat i os obta i ned for both the sing i e and doub 1 e gr i d cases are
ßFs

shown in Figure 7. The fluxes Ht and F, were computed from the increase inS

temperature and salt at the probe location. In most cases the probes were in

regions of negligible gradients of temperature and salt and hence the flux

rat i os do not refl ect the conduct i ve fl ux of heat across the interface.

For the single grid case the od-l1jFs values remain constant for stirring

rates less than 4 cps and increase for greater stirring rates. Part of this

increase may be due to the interfaces descend i ng so that the thermometer was in

the temperature gradient region near the interface.
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For the double . d h . 0( H t:. f l/2 tgri case te ratio ¡jFs increa~es rom a no
cx.6T

at high stirring rates. Since the ratio (3ljs acrossstirring to about 3.8

the interface is 3.8 this indicates complete mixing for stirring rates greater

than 4 cps.

I n order to reI ate these measurements to the worl douts i de the tank it

is necessary to determine the stirring energies involved. This was notpcssible

but an a rgument of Turner and Kraus (i 967) was used to obta in a rough idea of the

energy developed by the grid. The rate of change .of potential energy due to the

descent of the interface is

A£-: A( A/1,l) d-hdt :i d ) d t
where 1, is the height of the interface and A is the cross-sectional area of

the tank. Assuming that the kinetic energy due to stirring is put in at a constant

rate and is all being used to increase the potential energy of the system, then

the i nterfaceshoul d descend at a constant rate. To determi ne the rate of energy

input by the grid .using this argument a layer of cold salt water was placed above

a layer of cold sugar water with the same A¡i as for the salt fingering case.

It is interesting to note from Figure 8 that for the same density difference the

sal t/sugar interface descends faster than the hot salty/cold fresh one.

The initial velocity of the salt/sugar interface corresponds to a rate of

energy input to the fluid by the gridof approximately 120 ergs/sec. A measure-

ment at 4 cps gave value of about 60 ergs/sec. For comparison the rate of change

of potential energy due to straight salt fingéring wa~about 30 ergs/sec. Thus

for the two-grid case salt fingering seemed almost completely inhibited at 4 cps,

correspond i ng to a rate of energy input to the upper i ayer of twi ce that of the

straight salt fingering case.
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4. Future Work

These measurements are a fi rst attempt to study the effect of an imposed

fluid motion on the salt fingering process. It would be of interest to repeat

them using a thermistor, a small moveable salinity probe with a low threshold,

and a hot fi 1m anemometer.

It would also be of more oceanographic interest to study the effect of

a shear flow on the salt fingering. This could be done in a laboratory using

an overflow tank. A first approach to the shear case was done by placing a

beaker with salt fingers on a rotating table. The differential spin-up between

the two stratified layers provided shear at the interface.
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S I DE-WALL EFFECTS ON SP I N-UP ABOVE A POROUS MED IUM

Phi I ip Hazel

l. I ntroduct ion

The spin-up problem for a fluid in a container havin,g a layer of porous

medium along part of its boundary has recently come into prominence. The case

of a spherical porous shell surrounding the flu'id has been treated by Bretherton

and Spiegel (1968), while the flow between two infinite porous sheets has been

solved independently by a number of people. Verönis1 analysis is reviewed briefly

here inSect ion 2. It is found that, for su i tab 1 e ~a lues of the porosi ty, the

spin-up time can be greatly reduced compared to tne equivalent problem with rigid

bounda r i es.

Laboratory experiments must of necessity be performed to vessels of finite

size; it is the purpose of this discussion to try to determi'ne what effect rigid,

vertical sidewalls havè on the spin-up process. We shall consider the case of

an inviscid fluid in a right drcular cyl inder with a layer' of porous medium on

the bottom; the neglect of viscosity leads to some sJngtllarities in the flow, but

nevertheless, several important trends are Î'ndicated. The central part of the

fluid is found to spin up on a time sca.le virtually' the same as that for the fluid

of infinite horizontal extent, but near the side walls, the time scale becomes

longer, and viscosity evidently becomes important.

2. Rev i ew of Ve ron i s i Ana 1 ys i s

Consider a fluid of infinite horizontal extent,.a'bove a porous medium layer

of depth ~. The upper boundary cond it i on at 2::: Hi s that the vert ica i veloc i ty

should be zero. This can be interpreted as either

.-..,,\
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~

..
r::1-

ë =0

z!'" -$

(a) a free surface with negligible curvature, or

(b) the mid-point of a symmetric system with a porous lid.

The lengths are dimensionless, and usually we would take H = 1, but it is kept

here for comparison with later sections. The governing equations for the

fluid in O~ r~ H are the usual spin-up equations, viz:

rUt+ é1,.t71,
( \7, u = 0

(cf. Pro'f. Howard i s lectures i n Vol. I)

+ :L k u. + V p =£ o'iJ-" _ V ..
(2. 1 )

These have been non-d i mens i ona 1 i zed in the usua i way, wi th the time sca 1 ed

-I
on SL . (We are interested only in axisymmetric motions, and so will always

take ~ :0.) When considering. the flow inside the porous layer, the viscousae
dissipation term is replaced by a DIArcy law term, where resistance is propor-

1... ~t +€~.\7 ~

L r;.y: = 0

If the proportional ity constant

if

+ 2. ~I\ ~ + 9P = - i u.
.. -

*'
is À sec.s-I we havetional to the velocity.

(2.2)

with the same scaling as (2.1).

wi i i be ca Iled À .

Veronis consi.dered the case of small Rossby number (E -: 0) and large À .

tin, the dimensionless D'Arcy comstant,

Equation (2.1) is then as for Ilusualll spln up, while for the porous medium the

corioli,s. terms are negli:gible, 9.iving

-i
V p = 0 (2.3)
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The bounda ry cond i t ions are

W =. 0 at 2::: - ~ H,
(2.4)

u and P to match at ? -; 0

while initially we have ~ = ~ except near the bottom. By applying the usual

Ekman layer technique to the upper flow the following solution to the problem

was found:

O~2~H:

( .) -~ -(jt -(ttI. := r - ~ ~ ç -sim E e e + ~ 1"0- e + o(E)

-0' r ( 't:i' ) - ~ -d- t ( - ~ )
if =re +;--c.s+~5imçe e + 01:2

W" = 6' (H-r)e-q,: E Y'l (i+j-)c. e + (1- ~ )sim e Je - e e -..~ o(E)

~ _iJt: IE it )
P =- r e + Ol ).

(2.5)

- ás r:5 0 :

(:l) -d-tU:=- A l-e

IT:: 0

(2.6)

w=- (~) (r+ó)e-a-t

p :: ir~- 2 r("è+:icn)e-a-t'

where ç is the st retched Ekman layer coord i nate (E = £ '4l) and

() = ~ (i + 2:) EV",. ~H ì. Ì\ H (2. ¡)

The spin-up time is 0--1, and for suitable values of Ì\ and á t the last term

can be made very much greater than the first, thus considerable shortening the

spin-up time; e.g. in a typical laboratory experiment using water we may have
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À = 25, ó'!H= 0.1, (Eo/H) = 5x 1 0 - 3

1 ~ -
21.4 x 10-3.~

a-. = 5.4 x 10-3
1/15 c.ou S;

The spin-up time is shortened by 75% byi ntroduct ion of the porous medium.

3. Correction Term when À is Small

When it is not val id to assume À"/) 1, but sti 11 À ;:') E \ we have to

keep the Coriolis term in Equation (2.2). ..
I nstead of V P ': 0, we now have

1- (J; (r- P; ) + (i + ;2.) p~ ~ = 0
(3. 1 )

Repeating Veronis' analysis using this equation gives a small value of LT

inside the porous medium and a small correction to d- , viz:

-d!Eï= ~O:

-2 l- Ji -~t
U. =

;12. + Lf e

U- :: -- e - t1* t;
À'J~i+

(3.2)

whe re
*"

(J ::

w: 4 Ã (ètÓ) e-q-*t
À'- + i.

-l(1 + ~Ã-4) r 4dÀ
H À .. + Lf (À 2.+ i- H (3.3)

For most laboratory applications the correction is negligible.

4. Discussion of the Effect of Vertical Sidewalls

We now consider the spin-up problem in a right circular cylinder, with

a layer of porous medium on the bottom. We take the (dimensionless) radius

of the cyl i nder to be un i ty.
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\

i

/ / /11 //¡ii 1/1/111/1

fSL
-l = H

~:: 0

(
1

In any real fluid flow in this system there is going to be an Ekman layer

- ii.
of th i ckness t :i above the porous bottom, and in add i ti on, some vi scous si dewa 11

- \~

1= layers found in the lIusuaJl\ spin-upEy",layers, probably similar to the - -rand

problem. Indeed, the solution of this problem should tend to the solution of

Greenspan and Howard (1963) for the "usuall. problem as we let ). ~ co. The

analysis for the full problem is somewhat complicated, so for an initial investi-

gation an inviscid fluid model was used. In doing this, we must think a bitaboi:t

what we are neglecting. By neglecting the bottom Ekman layer we introduce a dis-

continuity in u. and W'at r--O, and also a possible smallish error into the

spin-up time. Neglect of the sidewall layers leads to much greater e'ffects. The

process of spin-up with sidewalls consists essentially of the diffusion of vor-

ticity from the walls into the fluid, a process in which v'iscosity plays a vital

part near the walls. In the central flow, the vortex lin,es are being stretched,

whi Ie at the walls they are being squished" adding to the unbalance of vort4city

there. However in this region, the viscous si'dewall effects are able to remove

excess vorticity, and this is 'how it leaves the system..

In considering an invisc¡'d fluid with ,a porous bottom, weare forcing a

pseudo IIEkman suctionll whi ch transports vort i City as above, but we are not ;pro-

vi di ngany 'means for the vorticity tol eave the system. Hence we must expect a

singularity ¡ n the vorticity f i el dat the wall as all the vorticity p ilesup

there.
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5. An Approximate Solution in Terms of .a Fourier-Bessel Series

We treat only the case À )~ 1, which is satisfied under most laboratory

conditions. In o~~ ~H we again have Equation (2.1) with E = 0, and we

drop the term ;~ in the first equation, because it is of order( JÄ) which

is c:-i. J . Thus:
(JP =0-2.u- + or

"all
at + 2u. =0
õW- + ôP ;: 0
~ t- d2

-l-g (t'u) + 'Ow :: 0r òr 02:
In - d -Ei! ~ 0 we have

(5. I )

ô p
- À u.--

ot"
õP -Àw---
~~

i d
( ) "iv. 0-

í1 i-
r-u. + di! =,.

. "p
I.e. V. -= 0 (5.2)

The bounda ry cond it ions are

VV= 0 at c =-& H,

u. = 0 at r' =. i (5.3)

Cont i nuous P and v. at ~ "' 0

Consider first the flow in the porous medium. The problem becomes

v~ p = 0

êJ P
-- -: 0
õt"

~=O
ô~

,. = I (5.4)

%: :: -s

This is an ell iptic problem, so conditions must be given on all boundaries.

We pretend that we know P on ~ = 0, solve the problem in -~~'2~ 0,
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presuming that P will eventually be given by the upper solution and the match-

i ng cond it ions.

Suppose
OD

?(r1o) t) :: ¿ A (t) J (ii r)i n 0 Y) (5.5)

where kh are the roots of -i1(~)=O. Consider one mode in the porous medium;

a solution satisfying (5.4) is

Pli = A T ( ) cosh kh (ia+cf)..Jo ltht' i, 8ii CDS Ry\ (5.6)

(5.2) ~ = - J. R A J: (~n"') sinn ¡'h ('i+tS)tAn .A h Yl ~O$h k.yt 8 (5. 7)

w"%.o= - k" :" 1, (k.,) ramh (j¡~8) (5.8)

In O~r~H we suppose, by analogy with Greenspan and Howard's solution for a

rigid container, that W is I inear in ~ to a first approximation. Hence, by

matching to (5.8)

W' ~ .: Iq VI ~ ti To (k ti t' ) tam h (~J) ( t H H ) ~~e~I.O (5.9)

Integrating the third equation of (5.l) gives

U.h~- ~H ~(~tir)tamh(kl1d) l? ~ ~ s '1. (5.10)

~~Vl = ~l-AHI1 JI(~Vlr)1'Mlh (~IiÓ)
(o~~ s ¡.J (5. 1 i )

Now LLn and \J" are independent of i2 by our assumption of linearity of w, so

by (5.5) and the first equation of (5.l) we have

V'=.. ôt; :..C)~\ --.LA "I( )
)' ;i ôt- 2. ôr)i::O - :i hRri i Itnl-

~ V"vi I '0 An - ( )
ât ~-i:--~nJ\ knY'

(5.12)
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And so from (5.l1) we get an equation for

dAn _~-
An =

=. tllh(l~n~). A
Ì'H R. 11

ri

Ao -t1te IIV\

(5. 13)

4 .fan t, kn á

/i H kii

Thus the low order modes of large horizontal scale ( ~n small) have d-n~ 1~)

whe re a- = (5. l4)

essentially the same as d- for the infinite fluid, but for the high order modes

(Jn:: ), H'i R-yi and the sp in-up time tends to i nf in i ty. Th is i nd i cates that

near the wal i, viscosity must become important.

Validity of this Solution:

By assuming W to be a 1 inear function of ~ in O~r~H we get a P

that is independent of z . This does not satisfy the third equation of (S.l)

exactly, because Pt ~ 0 However, if we look at the sizes of the various

terms, we find that the first term in negligible.

H

W~ = i w"t: d ~

o

ln

= - ì\1 Rh ~ Jo C~"t') t(l h (~tiJ) i H()-t

== ~-i An )0 (¥iii"") -tamh:l (J(~ á')

:= A'f Jo (khl')

:: :i tQ:nh"'(lt."J) .("' 1 because À"'" 1
À')

Thus \ ~: I

Initial Conditions

Initially we haveif~ r- , which means that øP_\ =.i""::~ -4 J;(knl-)òr-Î. Jo(kh)t=o i
AO:: 4n k~ 30 (~,,)

Thus the so 1 ut ion is (for À ~) I )
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- tS I:P = ¿ if e ri I (~ r)
k 2- 1: (I') 0 1111 0 t¡

where ~:: tf;anh(Ilt'J)
H ~..

W¡'l'ter ro.c~ = ¿ - 4 +amh (k Yl es) e-O" t J: (It ri r)
Àf(Il~(k.n) 0

(5.l5)

(5. l6)

This representation of the solution is very slowly convergent, in addition

to having troubles at the wall. The expansion of Y in terms of:r, cannot of

course be uniformly convergent when í~ 1 , and this singularity is exhibited

throughout the solution. The value of ur at the interface for one set of para-

meters was computed on a desk calculator from Equation (5.16), and some of the

results are shown in Fig. I (drawn for the spin-up case). Even when 20 terms of

the series are taken, there are sti 11 substantlal wiggles in the curve. The

dashed line indicates the lIinteriorll value of \I as obtained from Veronis.

analysis.

As expected, the vertical velocity blows up at the wall. To obtain a more

accurate description of the flow field, one would have to model the viscous effect

E '/'1at the wall, either by putting in some sort of -like layer, or possibly by

a source-s ink mechan ism.

6. Solution Retaining z: Dependence of v.

A more accurate form of the Bessel series solution can be obtained by using

a Hankel Transform. Equat ions (5.1) can be reduced to
2.. ?--li- (r ÕP)+4~-0

i- "r \: ò t'" d ë). - Co ~ t ~ J- J (6. i)

i

Define Pt\:: J r-p(rJ~)f) 70 (Rnt")Jr- where kn are the roots of J; (t) -= 0 as before.
o

Since we have ~~ ~O when r:: 1, the transformed Equation (6.1) is
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0.03
8=O.i jH= i.O 20 TERM
À = 25.0 0

0.02 T' =5.0 iO TERM

-0-
O.O~

o
0.2

-0.01

-0.02

-0.03

Pi gure 1

0'- -:_
-Ý('- òF:+ u ò F:

at.. -l a~? = 0

- 0-. t
We assume exponent i al decay of each mode 0( e Y1.

Thus P = 0( e -cr t( l'OSh ~ (r -H) jVI 'n cosh li" d-." H
:i

(6.2)

in 0 ~ z.~ H,

Now in -8 ~ ?~o we have

co:h kn (~i ó)p ~ An hn Cir ~'nc (6.3)

-
from (5.6) since P", on the boundary = A \1' Equating the two forms of Pri when

~ -= 0 gives:
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. J -lJrif: Acxiie :: n (6.4)

Now al so

w= ~ri r: - a- t t S in h h" ;-,. (r -11) )2 ",e
to sl, Jr" Q" H,.

Co !: t~ ¡. J (6.5)

and
- I sinh ~n(jHd)W=-TRnAn1' l!~i- R,.6 (-r~~~OJ (6.6)

Matching W at t = 0 gives

_ k., ~i e.-a-t tc.nh ~.,d-)' H = i i. A h L. '
i. "")' :i - 11'" ri tan 'tl'Ò

together with (6.4) this gives

iq (f
tan h ii n J- =

2.

:)

.i tAn h nii G

À

~ =- -- PÐ f i + ~tanhkh d J
jql1 H ~ I - .1 ÍQrih h S'

)i 11

(6.7)

(6.8)

I n the case À ~7 1 th i s reduces to cr ::

À is usua lly large, the correct i on to ~
') ~ H iaml, kri$ as found before.'I

given by (6.7) is a small one.

Since

Put t i ng in the in it i a 1 cond it i on for
'ò P

at t -= 0 as before gives
ò~_ +i-- ')

RYl 'To (R~)

~ Lj e-o-ntcoah *(~-H)P = f¡ R; To (Kn)l! i-n~ Ii J; (lfril-)

01 'n

and so we have

(6.9)

\A:.¿
_a't . , k",tS ( ).2 e SliiVl ~ i! - l-

~n 1'0 ("-1,) cosh /q..;: H
(6.10)

Thus, using (6.7), we find
-crtH l ('

(,' - ¿ - '- e l.l1kl)GI 1; (llIri r- )J~ :: 0 - IT." ). J: (It't)
(6. ll)

whi ch is as before except for the correct ion to ~
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7. Conclusion

The Bessel series solution to the inviscid problem is useful for obtaining

some insight into the nature of the spin-up process, although fine details of

the flow are not available, due to the singularities at the walls. In particular,

we may deduce that the spin-up time of the interior is close to the value given

by the llinfinitell analysis, but that near the edge, the spin-up time is longer.

The highest order modes have effectively infinite spin-up time on this model,

but in a real fluid, viscous effects from the side and bottom viscous layers

would alter the nature of these modes.

The solution to this problem clearly points out the two very different

roles played by viscosity in the lIusualll spin-up problem; through the bottom

Ekman layer it creates Ekman suction which stretches vortex lines, and so spins

up the interior, at the same time moving vorticity to the edges. In the side-

wall layers viscosity plays a different, yet equally important role by removing

the vorticity anomaly there, which is continuously fed by the Ekman layer.

Replacement of the Ekman layer by a porous medium takes over the pumping mech-

anism, but cannot account for the loss of vorticity at the side walls.
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A WAVE PROBLEM

Gunnar E. B. Kullenberg

I ntroduct ion

A study of a long surface wave in a basin with a uniform squrce in the

closed end producing a uniform current through the basin with the water flowing

over a sill at the open end. The oceanographical background to the problem is

the observed internal overflows over sills from one basin to an outside basin

where the overflowing water sinks to a proper level. These overflows sometimes

occur in bursts, as in the Denmark Strait. Dr. P. Welander, who suggested the

problem to me, had the idea that it might be interesting to investigate if these

bursting overflows could be generated by some wave mechanism in the basin, like a

long wave affected by the Coriolis force (Kelvin wave type). Due to the uniform

steady current through the basin the internal surface fi lls across the basin, and

a wave motion on top of this increases and decreases the ti Iting, so that during

the outward part of the wave motion the surface reaches over the si 11, but during

the inward part the t i 1 tis so decreased that the surface does not reach over the

sill. To investigate this mechanism I have here considered only the linear part of

the problem, wi.th a free surface and the water fl owi ng free over a sill. The s ill

depth (depth from surface to level of the sill) is large compared to the wave ampli-

tude, but small compared to the total depth of the basin. Thus we have a picture

of the flow as in Figure 1.

lnto the basin of length L and depth H flows i Ctr~m)5 , which causes

a uniform current LL and which flows out freely over the sill. The overflow is

related to the sill depth r and the current by the expression:

i ~+C,11 (~~~ +ft-C~.ti (1)
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~

i u.
~

H

x
x= L

x:: 0
Fi g. 1

which is essentially an integrated Bernoulli equation. Cc Is a contraction

coeff i c i ent.

u. "-We now suppose that 1:1 5" ¿¿ i, and get

I n the bas i n we a i so have i" H.11 . Now suppose we introduce a sma 11 wave d i stur-

_ 3~

?; =- ~ Cc I2 · r

bance on the surface wi th the amp i i tude r . The rate ofoverfl ow is then

i = ~ C, ~ L r4 + ~ (4, J J = H' (U + tL), ""
H. u = Cc Il . Ii f . S = c¡ . S ~ 5 4( ~ !

g ¡ ven by:

C I is treated as a constant. From the express i on

(S-)y" r: (. i- . U.') If?,:: vi.3 .
'J 1/"

11 _\V, i i
C, = J. J (vp 7 ' (-t y' := f-".

that C -. 0.1.e

H. Ll : i we find

which gives (+)y~ whe re & = -l

If
We have then assumed In th ¡sway we have a re 1 at ion between the

wave current and the amplitude at the sill, which will be used as a boundary

condition in the problem. If we wanted to consider directly the bursting over-

flow this boundary condition would have been non-linear. The problem can

further be divided. tnto a non-rotating and a rotating case.

Non-rotat i ng case

With a coordinate s.,yste.m as in Figure i, the linearized equations are:
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Ut + u.. u. x + ~. J x '" 0 (1 )

S t + U. r t + H. u. ') = 0 (2)
The continuity equation (2) has been vertically integrated assuming constant

depth H and us i ng the free surface cond it i on d.~ (2--J)::O. From (1) and (2) one

obtains the wave equation

ftt + :i U . Let + r-tx (Ii 2-_ d H) :: 0 (3)

The wave current u. satisfies the same equation. The boundary conditions,u=O

for )(=0 andu~CI'rfor x=L, are also formulated in amplitude J only, which

is done by e 1 i mi nat i ng Lt~ from (1) and (2). Then we get:

(HC,-U). rt + (jH_U'J). ))l =0)

-U.'!t+(dH- d).rx =0)

)C = L

)( = 0

In addi tion to these something must be said about the incoming fluid at X = 0 .

We there impose the condition that the cross current ~=O. This condition

however does not enter th is

r _rrt _À t.setting ci e.e which

part of the prob I em. The equat i on is

~ 2 -a
gives û\iuo-À+U ).-3HÀ::O

À · cr (9~ ~-r; ) " rr (0( ~ (1) ;

0( - Ll ¡3 - fj.
- ~H-u." ) - 3H-U.20

so I ved by

01

By putting

r -rrr( _(I (j..l0()ic A tr (,~-o()x).) :: e L Ai e + :: e
in the boundary conditions we get finally

- 2f3(1 Le ~ I-f.~
J + £- Vi )He ~ ( i)having used that ¡q ::£3. Nowcr=-~+i'ir, and we geta:=Mrra; 1-£ )M=',3,5'...

6H ~
where ~:: qf. The real part is expanded and using that £.c¿./ we get

'I i 1.)u; -: :Ur; . f II - £ , Thus (J: ~ (/_£'i)(t'Míì+:lt'f).
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The effect of the uniform current is thus a sl ight change of the frequency and

a damping of the wave. Consider a real basin, with H"- 100 m, U.. 10 cm/s,

which gives E~ 5'10-3. The frequency change is very small, and with the

approximation u~¿"i~ r already done, we should not include the ê~ in the solution.

If,
The damping, given by the factor.. £" "' 0.3, however, is a more noticeable effect.

The phase velocity of the wave is C'=¥ (1+£) for the wave going against, i
the current and C/:1: (I-E) for the other part. The change relative to the

ordinary long wave is thus small for ordinary ranges of £ . The wave numbers

are given by . ~ )
)!__ (¡-E)(Lnif+1£ 3- :z L

" ( I + € ) ( l n íi + :2 Ë. ii.) )ami À -= +
.2 L

and the amplitude is determined but for a constant. To determine this some

initial value has to be given. However, to understand the physics this is not

necessary. The damp i ng of the wave due to the current mi ght be seen as a

wash i ng out of the wave, the refl ect i on at the open end be i ng very poor.

In the model no friction has been included. If friction through the

wave motion is included we get frictional damping also. For a real basin with

a depth of 50-100 m the linear friction coefficient is of the order 10-5 s-l,

and with a period of 103 - i04 s, the frictional damping factor is O.OL - O.l,

'/;)whi 1 e the other is 2 E "- 0.5'. Thus thi scan in some cases be more important

than the friction, according to these assumptions. In order to look at the

plane-effect on waves a laboratory experiment was done.

Experi ment

For this a 320 cm long, 8. I cm wide, 20 cm deep wave tank with a si 1 I

height of 14 cm was used. The flow was started at the closed end by injecting

water through a diffuser (tube with holes) connected to the tap by a hose.

By this different flow rates could be used. Having established a flow, a wave
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was started by slightly tilting the horizontal tank, i.e. raising it at the

closed end about 1 cm and putting it back again slowly. In this way a long wave

was started. The following was measured: flowrate q, water depth H, current

velocity U, wave period T, wave amplitude r . The current was measured using

a balasted float. The flow was quite uniform. The wave amplitude was measured

by observing the wave, directly or through a tube, relative to a mm scale. The

ampl i tude varied between i and 5 mm. The depth S over the si i i varied between

about 5 to 15 mm for the different flow rates usee!.

The observed va 1 ueswere used to cal cu 1 ate

6 This is a sum of frictional damping

E = ~ and the tota i damp i ng~ i';
k T and flow damp i ng 2. E. 3, sofactor

( i.T Y.that (j =-1' +'JE. J. The frictional damping was also measured for zero flow. The

values are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Obse rved va 1 ues of i , u. tS , £, , It T , £*

~ u. S E'ID) 2 e Y) kT E .ID3
(cm~,/s) (cm(s)

~

0 D . 128

49 .28 .408 2.3 .27 .138 2.75

64 .45 .458 3.7 .3l . l48 4.5

77 .59 .497 4.8 .335 . 162 6.3

96 .94 .565 7.7 .395 .17 10.2

126 1.24 .6iO 10 .432 .178 14.0

155 1 .44 .724 11.5 .45 . 174 15

218 1.85 .69 14.7 .49 .20 22=

282 2.2 .87 .35 55

370 2.96 1. 31 .74 215

In Figure 2 the calculated frictional damping factors1ïT=~.2t:lJare gi.ven as

a function of the current U. When the calculated line is extrapolated forLL=O we

get a value of (hT)o which is very close to the observedi~. On the other hand the

;';The frictional damping increases with the velocity.
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R.T
'l,2.fr

0:20

for U = 0

0.15

0,/0
o o'~ 1.0 /S

U crr/s
2.0 crnjs

Fig. 2. Frictional damping factor kT as a function of current velocity U.

observed (kT\ can be used to derive 2.£:3= S-(H~ (Table 1). In Figure 3 £*

is given as a function of the current U. Thecalculated line has a slope

close to 1, and passes very close to the origin. The error is ll% of the lowest

observed £ -value. The experimental results are interpreted as confirming the

theoretical damping effect of the flow in the channeL. For current velocities

larger than 2 cm/s in the tank. the frictional damping rises sharply. This occurs

at a Reynolds number UyB rv l600-2000, i.e. near the critical ~ for pipe flow.

The rotating case

The non-rotating p.roblem was done in. order to understand what influence

the flow in the basin would have on the wave. The damping effect in this case is

what one should expect. In the rotating case, however, something different

might turn up. For the bursting overflow the rotational effect might be essential,

and this could be so also in the linear case. However, the rotating problem

turned out to be rather intricate, and no solution of the problem has yet been
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2.5
ex' 103

Ir

Jt

20

/o3'4=.-O.20~-+ II.ooU.-3 :3
E. = 1/.0./0 .U-O.2l-¡O-'*

10

5

o
o.s 1.0 1.5 2.0 u. ern/s

Fig. 3. Theoretical damping factor £* as a function of the current velocity U.

found. With the same coordinate system as before we have the linearized

equat ions:

Ut: + U. u. ie+ d' 5)( - ¡ . ir :: 0 (4)

ift: 4- U. t.,. + g' r~ + J . LL

r t + U . r \l + H. V"1- + H. i.d

:: 0 (5)

:: 0 (6)

The continuity equation (6) has been vertically integrated and the free surface

condition is used as before. The boundary conditions are:

'l;; 0
X = L

u=O, LJ::O
U. :: Cl r

~ :: O,ß : IJ :: 0
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We use the same condition onU at the sill as before. To the same approxi-

mation,L.i-'L.:2~S, the integrated Bernoulli type equation for i- ' should be

val id also in this case. Also in this case the boundary condition on v at x.=o

is essential. We note that we cannot go from the rotating case directly to the

non-rotating because of the crosscurrent here.

From the equat ions one can form a wave equat ion in the amp i i tude ~ .

However, the boundary conditions are difficult to express in S only, and further-

more they cannot be separated. The equat i on thus cannot be solved by the method

of separation. There is no appropriate scal ing possibi 1 ity for simpl ifying the

system so that this method can be used. Another way could be to assume fv~o ,

i.e. geostrophy only in the y-direction, but this is not successful. I have

tried to introduce the rotational effect as a perturbation, but that does not

work. The method of solution given below was suggested to me by Professor

Howard. The techn i que is to express everyth i ng in tr and der i ve an equa t i on only

in v which is solved by inserting a sine-series for ¿r in y with coefficients

in X

We now assume all functions to be proportional to eÎcrt: and write equa-

tions (4) and (6) in the form:

i cr u. + U ' u.x + ~ ' J t =- J' v-

i () 5 + u, Ix -l 1-. Ux -: - H 'U"¡j

From these rx and U.X are el iminated giving

u.~+ ~~~u~(-U'U+d' r)=- (~~_U~)(JUu-+~H~)

txT ~cru~ (Hu.-U.t)= J (HI/, +UHu-'l),- gH-U"" if d

(6)

(7)

Multiplying these equations by Ai and A2 respectively, and adding we get
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(Ai' u. + A 2.' '))x t ~ ~ u ~ (A i A~) (- u ~) .(u) == F (v)3 \ H -u r (8)

The eigenvalues À., and À;¡, and the coefficients Ai, A2 are determined for

Æi""-U+~/-l

À~: -U-;¡

A - I1- 12H

A_I,- -
d

in the two. cases:

A c: H'2

A =--2 if

Then the equatIon (8) becomes

trrr¡ -u) )

-l ¡.(..+ JJe aH-u.1. X =
dX .,; 1-1/

irr(fi-u)
e ,¡.-u~

/g H (J 1- £) r ~ .if- if~J (9)

ó
() X

r ìa-(G -u) J
l(- ¡ + ~1€ - gH-¡¿' 'J'

_ ,'ir(r¡-tuJ J( (e 'jH_U'" J J
J(H) I,H' . V'+ if), (10)

These two equations are used to determine u, r by integration from o-X, and

us i ng the bounda ry cond i ti on that L.l= 0 a.t X = 0 , we get

Jì( -a.x' Jl (.. . - I 'l b'

0.;1. e H ~ i -b~ e ~ H if i M -bl'
2. r (x,~) = e ~ 1 .¡ + ~)c1;L +e J --~(b -ir~ ch: + S (o'd)(e +e )(11)o ~ /l ~. x t
2u =-e Q~) ~~:1 (~+~) dt' + e-bJl J ~~~ (Ii -~) dx'+fl. r (o,~) (e-bX_ eQ)!) (12)o ~ 0 ~

where Cl :: l () i
Jt . -i '

I crb:: 1i' I

1+ €

The unknown function J lO''() is to be determined by using boundary con-

ditions at )(= L. The values of 5 and LL are put into Equation(5) written in

the form i(ju+8'r1)=-:iUir/J+U,vx).However, at this stage we first make use ofL Úr 't
E. ¿L I and put Q= D= ¥' Putting u. and "din we get:
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, x ' ~ . ,.¡crt _ icrt. ~ L-ir)l La-t Iv-
e ~ i e 'i. KH (ir~J - ~ If) d. x' H - ¥ 6 e "P . Ii (1" - lrJi) dx' +

r (La-x ¿d-)() f / La-I. ¡ir~-ì (+~. ~(Ol~) e q; + e -? + If \e- q; -e p'/+:i 1'¡jV-tl1t1) = 0
(13)

wh i ch is different i ated twi ce wi th respect to X , and we end up wi th:"1 ;'-
(jH (icrl.+U'lI.,)+ icrV~" - l:(l7l/ + (ia-VXx + U. vt'lx) -: 0~ d g

This equation is non-dimensional ized using

Ij(f = a; . L" X -: X* . L) ~ -: ~* '13, 1/"= i.~, Jf and we proceed wi th the case when

the E -terms are much 1 ess than the others, and get:
a"'~ f.'I a"~ (~., (to)
- +0' - + lL 6"* - ~ '0 :: 0ò't*"J Ò ~: 7' L. 1/3

ÇI where ~ = 8 and i:. r¡
In this we set 1Jil=r(X.I()C~).sim"'jd*Which satisfies the boundary conditions

u. = 0 at ~1r = 0) I. We get

~lt = AI(. wr (¡((kíit+ 'l). ó-A 0-:). x*

(l4 )

(15)

The coefficients Ak are to be determined by using the boundary condition ~-:o

at X* == O. First the functions S(OI~) , which enter in u and r ' must be

determined by integrating (9) and (10) from X to L and using the boundary

condition u-:C¡ r at X = L. By doing this, eliminating r and setting X=O

using U(O) = 0 we get the scaled equation (r -: r,,: H):
t

r*(I)~.j)((I- fl(1) e.-io-il _ (1+ f V3)/ú..) = - I ~/(j~ )(W.(i ll~ - ~;:). S Jx t

+ r/e-¿cr~Xl'(tl1+ O~~~)c5cf)l* (16)
o

On the other hand we have Equation (11) and setting X* = I then we have another

express i on for Ç.~ (Ii ~*). Putt i ng the two together we fi nd an express i on for

r.l(OJd~) in V* only. Now we go baèk to Equation (13) scale it and put the

t ( ) d r*(o,~*)expressions for ~ ' 'i~ OJd/t, Ð~* into it and use this equation putting

X*::/ to determine the Ak. There is a lot of algebra involved. The integrals
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are done by integrating by parts twice. The expression is multiplied with

sVn M. f(~* and integrated from ~~ = I to 0 set ti ng -r = /1 in the sine-express ions.

We finally end up with Equation (17). The solution is only sketched here in this

way. All the steps have been mentioned.

Equation 17 has to be used to determine Ak, but no definite results have

come out of this yet. Putting both 't = 0 and E: =0 in Equation (17) one finds a

I. (: . r . ~7TJR¡'frequency ()*" j: I' ii 0 or wi th 0;: I) () = T3 ' i. e. the ord i na ry long wave frequency.

AII (c 'lí1t. i ~ ~ln F - Y \:,v,. F (~h F -OJ. (e2id-.l _ e-2ÙJ"-;)_

(hi iit+- 't~

- ~:' ., r(M i1 )"F(~ F -I) r -t'"£'~. ¿ lJ* ~im ¡=l (e - 2L'd-~ T e~ÙT-1) -(M II) + 'K L'( J
- (.2 ~'J/V :il-(Míit'F(udF -I) - r'i(t3. ¡'cr sV F J +

It II) + (J

:iA.. (( -)?F(._AF i) y'" v)' . DFJ (_Új* +¿d-*")+ " Ao /I ~ - + De.. L. cr* $V e + e -
(HI iì + 'I'"

A . ,(11=1 2i:cr.¡ -2(0-:i) A '0: . A F c:1~( :iL'r~ -2¡~ )- -1' L~ 511 \ e - e - IJ L ~ . ~ . c. e +- e +:i =

= ¿ (*~: 2 4 t ~ ~2 (.2 (iir-* Wr F+ £~ F(cc F -/~( 1- (e -l:d-,¡ + eid-*~-t(N1+k)ødc. /I + ~ .v -

+ (eL~_e-l~)(F(~F-¡)+E'6. ('û*.wF)J - (e-t.U"*+ ei:cr*). (in

Since we have made no difference between y and x in the sca ling process, thus

assuming the ampl itudes to be of the same order in both x and y, it is most

appropriate to put £ =. ~:: / here. Putting only E=-o one finds ()*= i.1'Ý(lrTff+Y~..

Th is is the frequency of a wave caused by a travel 1 i ng pressure disturbance in

the channel. Thus these expected th i ngs come out of the sol ut ion. To put Y -: 0

and expect the non-rotating solution given before to result, is not correct,

though, since before we had no cross current at all. This alters the picture a

great deal. To make this case energe one has at least to assume different ampl i-

tudes in the x and y-d i rect i on when sca 1 i ng.
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The next step is to puta-¡t=C' +iBi and investigate what happens whencr2. is

sma 11, so the hyperbo Ii c funct ions can be expanded. Noth i ng has resu 1 ted yet,

however, and it is not evident what will result.

One might say that the solution suffers a great deal because of the

approxi mat ions made, but on the other hand in rea i cases E ~~ 1. However, the

order of equation in ir is lowered and that might be serious.

Conc1 us ion

The flow has in the non-rotating case a considerable influence on the

long wave. The wave is washed out of the channel.

The rotating case has not been completely solved, and the effec1ts of the

flow on the wave are not evident. Possibly more will result when different

amplitudes are assumed in x and y-directions, and the scaling accordingly

changed.
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D I STR I BUT I ON OF CHEM I CAL TRACERS I N DEEP PAC I F I C AND ATLANT I C

Han-Hs i ung Kuo

i. i ntroduct ion

With the abyssal circulation proposed by Stommel and Arons (1960, 1967),

we are going to study the horizontal distribution of tracers in deep ocean basins.

Two model basins are constructed to examine if the observed data of dissolved

oxygen and Carbon l4 in the Pacific and the Atlantic are consistent with the

proposed flow pattern and what are the relative roles of large-scale lateral mixing

and advective process in the distribution of tracers. To this purpose, the fol-

lowing assumptions are made:

(1) The region of the ocean i.n which weare interested is beneath the main

thermocl ine to the bottom (about 2 km to 5 km depth of the ocean).

(2) The flow in the deep basin is steady, geostrophic and hydrostatic except

in the western boundary (and northern boundary in the Pacific Ocean) where there

exists an intense flow.

(3) The interior flow is induced by the upwelling just beneath the thermo-

cline. This is based on the results of thermohaline circulation theory.

(4) The density in the deep basin is uniform.

(5) Bottom friction is negligible. Thus the upwelling velocity is zero at

the bottom.

(6) Tracers are homogeneous in vertical direction. In other words, we are

interested in vertically averaged properties.

(7) The effects of the concentrat i on of surface water and sed iments to that

of deep water are negligible.
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II. Model Basins and Their Flow Patterns. (Figure 1)

The model basins used to simulate the abyssal circulation of Pacific

and Atlantic Ocean basins are:

(1) Model basin for the Pacific Ocean is bounded by meridians 1800w and

900Wand latitude circles 600S and SOoN.

(2) Model basin for the Atlantic Ocean is bounded by meridians 600Wand

OOWand latitude circle 600S.

The flow patterns based on the above assumptions in both basins written

in geophysical coordinates (i.e.À ~ longitudinal distance measured from western

boundary eastward; CP ~ latitude, positive northward; 7! ;- vertical coordinate,

positive upward) wi 11 be:

~l) Interior flow pattern (same for both oceans)

U : 2 W. ~ c.~ q, ( À ß - ).)

v= Wo :; tam~(ÀI3-~)

W = Wo (i + i!/H )

where vvo= 0.5xlO-5 ~ 3.5xl0-5 cm/sec "' upwell ing velocity just beneath

the ma i n thermoc line.

Q. =
8 rad i us of the earth6.4xlO cm .-

H = 3. Ox 1 05 cm "" depth from the main thermoc 1 i ne to the bottom

À "' width of the bas in (in radians)
13

~2) Mass transport in western boundary (Tw )

(a) Pac i f i c

T w = 2 Wo 0.2. À 8 ( 5 im tP '* - 5 i. qi )

where o/~ is the singular point in the North Pacific Ocean due to

*
the fact that there is a return northern boundary current and ~

o
equal s to 22.5 .
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.: A ~ Model Bas i n for

Pac if i c Ocean

~ B:; Mode 1 Bas i n for

At 1 ant i c Ocean

-'ON

d'

T. lA SOU.RCE

f.oDw
00

JC 0
iP =22.5

0°

SOURCE
180dW

90dw

Velocity in the interior
a-U ;: 2 Wo H (D- cP (À~-Ìl)

v = ~ ~ ttl cP

W:oWo(I+%)

Western Boundary Mass Transport

(A~ ("B~

-r w -= 2 Wo a.? /i 13 (sim cl,!- sVn il) Tw:: - i VV o.~ Àa (sim 'Oø+ s'!Y 4')--i

Figure 1: Model basins and their flow patterns
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(b) Atlantic

Tw = - 2 Wo q'2i\e (.sÍh "o°t- sim CP) - IA

where -rA is the net transport across 600s, and is assumed

about 1/3 of the total strength of the western boundary current.

It should be noted that the source for the Pacific Ocean is at the west

corner at 600S and for the Atlantic Ocean, at the North Pole.

III Governing Equations for Horizontal Distribution of Tracers and Boundary

Cond it ions

The equations governing the steady horizontal distribution of tracers in

the ocean bas i ns are:

for oxygen

KH \7;- C - Y H' l C - y ;: 0

14
~

K /Vi. C - Y H' £ C - p C = 0
for Carbon

where C ~ concentration of tracers

k ~ '" hor i zonta i eddy d i ffus i vi ty

..
\7~ = i êl CO to d + i Ò . h' 1vH a...~ai êliP 'f acp a."CD~ ôÀ1;- orizonta Laplacian operator

V ::-H
.

U i +y
,

V l
".

Y ,. constant decay rate of oxygen. It has been estimated about-3 -1 .6xlO (ml/l) year in the deep Atlantic ba~in by Riley (1961). Munk (1966)

obtained the value of 2.7.r 5.3xlO-3 mIll year-l in a vertical diffusion model

of abyssal waters in the North Pacific. We will use 2xl0-3 mIll year-1 in the

present i nves t i gat ion.. -4-1
f' = l. 24xl 0 year exponential decay rate of Carbon 14.
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Boundary conditions will be read as:

(1) At the eastern boundary: We will assume no flux of tracers across the

boundary.

(2) At the northern boundary: For the Pacific Ocean, the concentration of

the tracer in the northern boundary current is assumed as the average concentration

of the inflow. For the Atlantic Ocean, it is a source at the North Pole. The

concentration is regarded as a fixed value.

(3) At the southern boundary: The basin is adjoined with the circumpolar

ci rculation. We wi 1 i take the concentration of the tracer as the observed value.

(4) At the western boundary: We assume that the concentration is uniform

across the longitudinal section in the boundary current. The meridJonal varia-

tion of concentration in the current is governed byi "0 ,. de b dC( .)' IKHa:i£0~ êJcp~'faT-v a.aiP -)) a-,.c + ).* KH' a...t.:lcp
de
d ÌI

= 0
À -=0

where Vb,. the velocity of the boundary current. It can be obtained easily

from the known transport.

'\~ ~.~ - _ the wi dth of the boundary current. Wewill take itas 1iool.a.

The last term in tha above equation represents the gradient of the concentration

at the western boundary of the interior.

IV Numerical Results and Discussion

The governing equations with boundary conditions described above will be

solved numerically in non-dimensional form for fixed decay r~te and various com-

binations of horizontal eddy diffusion and upwel ling velocity. The concentration

of oxygen is ca 1 cu 1 ated as observed va 1 ue. For the Pac if i c Ocean, we use the

observed data 4.5 mlll for the fixed concentration in the southern boundary. For

the Atlantic Ocean, the value of 6.5 mIll in the North Pole and 5.15 mIll in the
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southern boundary are used in the calculation. The concentration of Carbon 14

is normal i.zedwith respect to that of the source. Thus we take 1.0 as the value

for the concentration at the southern boundary in both oceans and North Pole in

the Atl ant i c. The resul tswi II be reported as relative concentrat ion and age

(in years). The detailed calculations with comparisons to observed data are

discussed separately for the two oceans below.

(1) :Paci fi c

With Ki- = 107 cm2/sec and VÝ = 1.5xl0-5 cmlsec, the calculated

distributions of oxyg~n (Figure 2) and Carbon :14 (Figure 3) agree qualitatively

well with the observed data. The 3.5 mIll and 4 mIll iso-conce'ntration lines

start about 200N and fall apart widely in the middle, of the basin as indicated

by Stommel and Arons (1960). The dissolved oxygen at the northern part of '

the basin is about 3 mIll (Reid, 1965). Bien, Rakestraw and Suess (1960, 1965)

reported that the relative age of Carbon 14 is about 300-400 years between

400s and l50N and the age of water in the area north of 300N is the oldest.

(2) At I antic 7 2 . -5With KH = J,Ocm Isec and W" = 0.75xlO.' cmlsec, we have a better

fi t for the resul ts of 'oxygen (Fi gure 4) and Cai-bon i4 (Fi gure 5). There exi sts

an oxygen minimum 5.0 mIll about lOoS nea,r the eastern boundary (Stommel and

Arons,19.60). The relative age of Cai-bon 14 between the west basin and the

east basin in the North Atlantic is about 250 years. This is given by Brocker

et a 1 .., .( 1960) .

v. Conclusion

Based on a decrease in the apparent age , about 300 -400 years. between

400s and 150Nin the deep Pacific Ocean (Bien et aI, 1960), it is concluded that

there i.s correspondence to an average northward component of the veloci ty of

the water o'f 0 .,06 + O. 02cm/sec. Th,i s seems misleading according to present
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LAT J TUDE

SOoN 3.07 3.06 3.03 2. 2. 4 2 92

400 3. i 2 15 3 16 3 08 2 97 2 92

3. 12

20° 3.87 0 2 99

4.31

00 4.3l i 1

600 S 4. 50

I 800 1 700

200 4.4l

400 4. 46

30

4. 0 4 50

1500 l300 i 100 900

LONG I TUDE (WEST)

Figure 2: The calculated distribution of dissolved oxygen (mIll)
in the mode 1 bas i n for the Pac if i c Ocean

kH = 107 cm2/sec

Wo = 1. 50xl 0 -5 cmlsec
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Figure 3: The calculated relative concentration (upper number) and
age (year, lower number) of Carbon l4 in the model basin
fo r the Pac i fl c Ocean

K \4= 107 cm2/sec

~ = 1. 50xl 0-5 cm/sec
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Figure 4: The calculated distribution of dissolved oxygen (mIll) in
the model basin fo.r the Atlantic Ocean.
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study. The distributions of oxygen and Carbon i4 in both oceans are consistent

with the abyssal circulation proposed by Stommel and Arons (1960) with suitable

eddy diffusion. The horizontal eddy diffusivity and upwelling velocity in the

ocean are about lxl07 cm2/sec and 1.5 0.75 x 10-5 cm/sec respectively derived from

our results.
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LAYERS OF HOMOGENEOUS AND STRATIFIED ROTATING FLUIDS

James R. Luyten

1. Introduction

Many oceanic problems are thought to involve the continuous stratifi-

cation of the sea in an essential way. The main thermocline is a strongly

stratified region of the ocean and has long resisted a complete analysis. It

is tempting to approximate the continuous stratification by a system of many

layers of homogeneous fluid of different density. The layers are pieced together

by assuming that the velocity and stress are continuous across the interfaces.

A continuously stratified rotating fluid can tolerate a vertical shear in its

interior through the thermal wind relations whereas a homogeneous rotating

fluid obeys the Taylor-Proudman theorem in its bulk and allows vertical shear

only in Ekman layers. The dynamics is very different in these two cases so

that the strong Ekman layers at the interfaces between layers are a poor model

of the shear in a continuously stratified layer.

Two-layer models have been used in oceanic circulation theory but they

have the drawback that the velocity at the bottom of the lower layer is a severe

constraint on the motion in the upper layer. All of the shear must be trans-

mitted through the strong Ekman layers at the interface. If this were a realistic

model one would expect the bottom topography to be a strong influence on the

ci rcu1ation in the upper ocean. The general ci rculation in the upper ocean does

not reflect the bottom topography strongly so that the main thermocline region

must isolate the upper ocean from the deep ocean.

As a step in the direction of understanding how the continuous strati-

fication produces such an isolation we have considered a three-layer system

in a rigid rotating cylinder. Two of the layers are of different but homogeneous
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density while the third layer is linearly stratified. These three layers are

fitted together to produce a nearly continuous density profile. We examine the

steady flows in this system when the top and bottom of the cyl inder are rotated

differentially (as seen from the rotating frame). We shall assume that the three

fluids are immiscible so that the vertical velocity vanishes at the interfaces.

We match the velocity and stress across each interface to determine the relations

between the boundary velocities and the interior flows.

If our thoughts about the llinsulatingJl nature of a strongly stratified

layer are correct, we expect that the interior velocity field in the upper (lower)

homogeneous layer should be determined primarily by the prescribed velocity of the

top (bottom). We shall show that this is true.

One must, of course, be very wary of trying to apply these calculations to

the oceanic problem -i'tis not obvious that this model can be realized experi-

mentally let alone be a model of the effects of the thermocline. In the real ocean

the layers are not immiscible and there probably is a vertical velocity through

the transition regions. It is possible that further calculations can make this

mode 1 more rea 1 is tic.

We beg-in by presenting the well-known results for the stea.dy flows in a

rotating cylinder of homogeneous fluid of density p. Let us assume thecylirnde.r

to be of depth L and radius a.L and rotated uniformly at a rate SLabout the

axis. The basic equations for steady flows as seen from the .ro.tatingframe are

(LL' W'a + 2. nk xu. + .~ \7 b +..q...lt ._l.Sì'L(/n'f..r)~ )) W~. V. t._' = 0- j- -- r r 0- ,2. - - .. ,
where -Vis the viscosity.

Let us assume that the boundary conditions at r= 03 ,and tare

~(r L) :: lJ¡ (I").t, + V-r (r)§1

~(r-o) ~ lJ13 (r)!, + ~. (r) S,
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where Li)~i and ~ are the usual radial, azimuthal and vertical unit vectors.

We non-dimensional ize the equations by writing

Then

r= Lr ) ~("')=1J~(r)1 ¡:/p+~r-tSl~(~)(r)'"= fllS2Lp.

~ (u..V)u.+ 2k.~ u. + Vb =isi -- - - r
the Rossby number E = -LPo. and

~ ~
eSl fl !z, V. g : 0
the Ekman number Vl?'.n :: E , we ,haveor defining

E C!: . i:) ~ + i. ~ '¡ ~ + V l = £ 'Y ~ ~ , "V . td= 0

If we assume that E.t~f.c.:I('t=-~=E/E~,:I)we are left with the linear problem:

~ ~ )( ~ + V P :t E V \~.) V. l. :: 0) E L-4 I .

....L
We also have to look at the rotational Froude number F:: T which measures

the centr i peta 1 acce i erat ions re i at i ve to the grav ¡tat i ona i acce i erat ions:

~ r - i n:t (~l( r r :: ~ L (r -i F (~'( r)'" )

We assume that th i s is very sma 11 throughout so that (he interfaces wi 1 i not

be significantly warped. Our problem then

ci ~=UT.rI+VT~1

;æ :1

becomes

:i~ x ~ + VI' = E V).~ ) '\- u. :: 0
U:: 0

- - - -. ~.,o
u.=UBt" + vBe- -, -I

where the boundary conditions are written in non-dimensional form. We assume

that the problem is axisymmetric so that away from the wal ls '( = a., we have

an interior solution (independent of ê ):

v(t") = ~Pr(t")

I. (I' :. ~ £ dr t7'"p (r)

wCr) :: Wo (r)
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+Y-

In the Ekman layer solution ('i~ ¡,Off '0 the boundary layer corrections are

"- -( ltO-r
u. (r n:: Ri (( r) e

V ( r n :: L C (r) e - (lti) r

L¡ (\' r) ~:¡ E YJí ~ f -1 (r ((t")) r e-ci't¡) r e.- i 'l/., J

where the upper and lower signs refer to the top (T) and bottom (B) respectively.

The vertical boundary conditions give:

so that

Ll(r~=i,o) = * E arv1o~(I'+ riC (r):: UT,8 (r)

if Crt:o 1)0) = ~ p.,(r) + IvY ((r) == V (Y)
T,8

\i ( n: = 1,0) = Wo (r-) + E ¥~ -i R. (~( r C (rJ).. (, - ¿ )) :: 0

e(r) = LJ¡ B (r) + ~ (VT ,,(r)- V(r)) i) '"
and

iN(r)= £12./2. ~ (r l()T(r) -iVr(r)-v(r)J\..

::-f'X t(r(Uelt")+Va(t") -1f(r)J)r

wh i ch gives

1fCr)" i (VT(r)+ UT(r)T~(r)+ Ua(r)J (11.1)

Then C (r) '" UT,I3 (r) + i (VT¡ 8 (r) - ~ VT (I' - ~ Va (r) - -i (\IT (I") T Us(..~

or CT (r) = UT (r)+ i -k (VT(i-) - Va (r) - UT (r) - User)) = VT(i- + i fj VT (r)

Cß(!"):: Lla(r)+L ~(Vß(r-)-VT(r)-UT("')-Vß(I')= V13(r)-i,1V13(r),

giving Ekman layer fields:

û: (i-O = UTI3(1") cn ç e-r:t t:Vi.B (r) Mm r e-r) )
V (\' ç) = - U1j ß ('() ~ r e - r 1: t: Vr. B (r- ~ r e - r

w(rn;:"+ E'~í~(rUT13lr)) ti ((tí1h:..!(rtiv. (r'))si(rt'ÍVu)lle-rL '.. r 7;a i- II').
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The stress at the top and bottom is given by (using dimensional fields)

cr(rli13) == (a-.j nn:: )Ju.t. t-, + pV--t G, + (2ft Wr - p)!!

=- Cv f :!) L u.~ r, + Vr g+ 2 Wi!!!J - P1t ß

using the non-dimensional fields ( p* is dimensional P ). Now the only

vertical shear is in the Ekman layers so that

I -,~ ') -- I -tq J -k: r 11u.'è =+E uru(rr) :+E 2L:tóVìß(l-)-U~a("') =E zrb.VT,6CI')!U1jß(r)j16 J~
I -'I. ( \ -\( f 1 -,/. L )V'r -::¡E "orv(rr) :+E:i -UT,B(v-):¡.1V18(r) =-£ i._I:v. (i-):¡UT,I'("')ij.:() T,13 "J
í,f3

w~I-=-~(t"u)rl :: -L(rU (r)) .
1/1 T,8 r 1;13 r

and
~ ( r 1; ß) '" ('vi ~ V) E - V2-i -! i ( L1 V1;ß LL):; Ur,13 0) - §Ii (-.6 v.T,ß (r t Ur, 8 (r)) _

- ~ f P* (i-) + 2 YPLlJ ~ (r UT,13 (r~ )

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions of !:=oat the side walls, we must

. 1 h . d 11 1 I E Yi. 1 ayer' ff' .invo ve t e sl e wa ayers. n our case, an i is su icient since

the side wall condition is independent of depth. The side walls are not crucial

to our problem and will not be discussed.

It is clear from this expression for the stress at the top and bottom

in the fluid that if AV and U are 0(/), the stress is O(E-V.)which is very

large. A stress of 0(1) requires that L3V(r) and U(r) are O(i:'i")which in turn

impl ies that the Ekman suction Wo (r) is O(E).

III. We turn now to the problem of the steady flows of a 1 ineari ly stratified

fluid in a rotating cylinder. We assume that the fluid is incompressible and

Bouss i nesq so that

f(~:) = t' (I-O(To(~)-O(-T(r))

where -r (z) is the basic linear stratification and T the perturbation temperature.
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The conservation equations become

(~, '1) ~ + 2 n ~i( ~ + '1'17 P + ~~ -V ~n ')17 (ii '/ rf-~. C( To (~) !Y- ~Q. T~ =. V \!~ u.

(~, v)(i; + T)= X v'1T

\J.y. =0

where K is the diffusion constant. We non-dimensionalize these equations by

wr it i n9

r-,) L r~ - \ If -7-IJ!l i -+ 'V p+ ~ ~ -v~ñ( ~ ¡( ,r)'3_ ~cx To (è) -;dYi. 'i fo

í -/ G) T K = vi ()

1): (u. . \1) u. + .2 k X LL + Vb - g ex (f T R. = ~ \1 ? u.
LSL - - - - r .nv - L~..

V To' (r) \. + V (u.. \7 ) T = ~ . ~ V? -r(B n L.0 i-2.J1
V. i.= 0

Again E=;t$l¡E:'~"'.n.we set1.~ := 1 thus setting the scale for the temperature

-if nperturbat ions ~ = ~. Then~ l' ~
VTo'C'è) _ t-Tø' (~) . = aO( 0 (i!) = N'l = 4 S
(¡ n - t :nri ol n. n. ?. .Qd V:i

where N is the Brunt-VaisaIa frequency(~~ )~\). LiS is the parameter measuring

Then

the strength of the basic stratification. Again assuming E -=-:E, we have

?l.~x~+\7p=EV g+T~

.. ci S W := E \1'" T , V. k = 0

One of the most important consequences of the stratification is easily

seen from the second equat ion, the heat equa t i on represent i ng the ba I ance between

vertical advection: of the stable density field and diffusion. This equation con-

strains the vertical velocity. If the temperature field is 0(1) , then IN is con-

strained to be o(EjcrS). This will prevent Ekman pumping with W" ofO(E~)whenever

E/O"s.(E\~ i.e. whenevercrS;:f11i. Note that this is independent of the vertical

length scaling since it is the ratio of two dimensional depths.
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(j 5

E Y:i

= ()OI ~ Tø' (?) (1. J7\_I~ ~ (tJP)I) l-

.n~ L .¡ n) .n~ p ïJ-n
It is essentially the ratio of the Lineykin depth to the Ekman depth. It is

the density jump(.ip/p) that determines whether or not there is significant

Ekman pump i ng.

The second effect that is of importance here is the rat i 0 of the vert i ca 1

dimensions to the horizontal dimensions - a measure of how thin the stratified

layer is. Suppose we introduce a vertical scale H=6'L where g is small. In

order to retain the same balance in continuity equation, we scale;? by ff- y -,
new Ekman number E =- -- = ~ E.. The equat ions

H :.
and i) by HlJ/L=JU-. We write a

then become _ 1. ~('" ~ ~
- 'l V + E (~. V) u. + P r = E (d¡. + Ò 17, - Yr 2)) U.

:i i. + E. (~. \7) v = Ë (d; -I i"(v,'l_ Yr~))V'

E (y: . v)( ¿:iw-) + Pë- :: T + E (a; + J""vi"")( J"')

4 () 5 (6\v) = Ê Cd: 1- ¿"'Vi"') i

i (Yl\)r+ wè = 0r

-i
where V'/~:' '12._ Ói-:: -t dr (rò.,)

becomes ~
90( Ó

have that

For the fluid to remain essentially hydrostatic the temperature scale ~

- Y,.¡

For a given va 1 ue of E Ît) 5 wh i ch is independent of S , we

tfw=(~;)( ~:)ViT

- V,. -:iso that an important constraint on tv comes through Ed. I tis c lea r t ha t

whatever the stratification, a sufficiently small 6 will knock out the con-

., _lIs. -I y; I~
straint. In particular if 0-5 were 0(1), thenó=E=J E "'oro=E would allow

O(L) Ekman layers to form. Since we are interested in the case of weak Ekman

layers, we should keep S away from these very small values.
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To analyze this problem more thoroughly we consider a strongly strati-

fied fluid in a thin rotating cylinder driven above and below by a prescribed

velocity field. We assume that the side wall is insulated and at rest in the

rotating frame. We imagine some homogeneous boundary conditions on the tempera-

ture field at the top and bottom of the cyl inder. As before, we assume

Q~~I.T a.TT+bTTr=o

&:0 )

. ':-:°ITl-~'!.VT=o

;!~O~---,
~ =!le G.13 -T + be Ii! -: 0

-2v-+ Pr -: E U H + d1Ë (V¡"-- t2.) /.

2 u. :: E V"õ!i! + ói.Ë (V;- jI:a)v

p ~ :: T + Ë ( Ó 'lw ) ~ r + J ~E 'Y ~ ( J"'w )

'1crS(d\,r):: Ë Ti!ë, + á'JE V~ T

-- (rIA) + W-i = 0 ')r r ""

We resort to boundary layer methods and write, for the interior,

v(r?:) =-- ~r(I~)

u.(n~) = Ë/i- Cir(ò:+c52n~Jl'(~)

w(rr) = 4;$8-' d=r (o;+~ ~V,~J li (r)

T(r~):: lZ' (r~).

Applying the continuity equation gives

'-( ": ') r 2. :i) ( I ('- '2?-)\/, 0è+ l) V, pi ê)+ cr$ó'i òr+ J 'Vi /,/..%:)=0

or

( :i 'l I ':) C? 2. 2. )
$ V, +- 0- 5 a ~ ~ ~ + d~ pi (~) = 0

Thus we. see that the interior motion is governed by the small diffusion inherent

in it.
We wi II need boundary 1 ayers to sat i sfy all of the bounda ry cond it ions

because the original pressure equation is eighth order:

For J = I. '"( _'lV".i 1.)EVE + 11&i: + Iicr5\l, 1'1 (:¿) = 0
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and in the interior we have only a fourth order equation. Near the top and bottom,

-J¡1 et il = I) 0 "+ E" r. The bounda ry layer correct ions are

u. (í Ç) == ~ C (r) e - (1+ i) r

îr (r ç) :: Lm C (r) e. _(1+0 r

ûí(r(,) 

= ::~'/~iZ (-~(rC(r))yoe-¿%e-Otn, J

f ( r ç) = + ~"- (20- S ..'J r..f-F (ret,,),. e-" 'V. e -(¡'H)

Near the side walls, let r=.a.-(J:Jf./l;/"'p=a.- i Êi¡~p ~p'l=o-S.
The boundary layer corrections are

- ( ) iO -( ItDp\I f:r :: 'u. D (i-) e.

T (p~) =:i)k'Lcl~Irr net) e-(i+i.)f
-~

u. (f~) := - ~:lc ) ~ æsrJ)'(t) e - j 1Tit e -(It L)fJ J
- K.

V- (p~) = - (¡ f ") -l i WI r 1)' l'è ) e - ì 11/'1 e - (I + i. f Jl- M."(i L .
App i y i ng the bounda ry cond it ions gives:

- -E ~ f i ~Jw(rè=l)o); ~ d-¡(8'J+â"-"i/Z-)i-(rl)o):: -iù +(rCCr)re- -=04crSó" ê , r f2
~) tR (+(rCcr))..(I-t)J= -. :i;~~..d~(d;+ Ó~VI:i )p(ri)o)

u.(rr:=I,O) = ~Ôl-C'():+~"'i;:4)p(rIIO)+ RiC(r) = UT,s(t")

? R,C(r)= UT,6(r) + o(Ë)

V (r~ ~ 1)0) =- ~ Pr (r 1,0) + Im C li-) =- VT, J3 (r)

To get a consistent solution C(r) must be O(E~)and thus Ui;I3(i-) is O(GY,).

If it isnlt then non-linear boundary layers must appear. Similarly we write
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V¡ ß (i-) = v(O)(i-) + Ë1/2.v(J) (I', T,G T,ß
This is, of course, not unique unless V(l) (..)is related, by some constraint,

T,ß

to \/(0) (.,).T,i3

Then we wr i te

e(r) ;: Ë K f Vi'~ (i-) + L V;,I~ Cr)) ) ~r (r (,0) = 2 V~~ (r) .

One constraint appears immediately through W",

- - X. i ( ) ( , ) (( (i) (i) J)
E dt -; rC(r) l' I-L = i: r UTI~ (i-) + VT,(3 (r) r

= :!i;sÓ2.c97l(d;!2.+ ~'2r¡Ii.)F(rl)O)

V (I) ("") a nd V (ø) ¡" / )which gives an impl icit relation between i (r) through r iri? .1;6 T, ~
The the rma i bounda ry cond it ion is

a~8 T(rr =1,0)+ br;a T~ (rl)o)=a.-iI3i'~(r')o)+ bT,aPi!~ (1"110) = O.

At the s ide wall r:: a.

W'(Q.~)= ltD(~)+Ê~(ÏS8:i di'(d:+Ó~17;-)l(a..'è)= 0

9 dtJ)(r:) = o(Ë)

J§Vi i i .
vl-a.r)= Iir(a.~)- - - Lm.D(-r)(I-I):: 0r po fJp.J

) 'fr ( It è) :: 0 - ,I, -I ')
(bE '") r '& 2. _(t+L t)-Tr(a.~):: pr:i(a.'è)- -;. 'JPL2.¡.b II'1)(~)e Jp=o

3 --Y:i= rir~(a...~)+ 1.p:bE Trn(/+í).D(r) =0

But if pr(a.r) =0 then 0r~t"((U-)=O and

Irn (1+í.)D (a) = O(Ë) = T m D (è) + ~ D li.) -: "Im D (~).

For the tangent i a i ve 1 oc i tyg -i ('2. ~) (JËY,) i ,
u.(a.~) = 4 d¡-(di: + 0 V, ~(a.::) - -- ~ d'J) (ë)(/-i)=o
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Since.D (1:) is O(Ë)we have

dr (d; + &1.'i;iJpCcir) = 0

Using pr(Qr)=O, we get

Or Vi?. P (a. r) = 0

Thus we have the boundary conditions for the interior flow:

('"?. r"2 ~)/ 2. 2. I 1.)a:a + (J \J i . l. d V, + 0- S () i! .. ~ ( r *) = 0

(6)

rr (r IJO):: 2 VTJ3 (r)
a.Te Pi- (rIJo) + bT.13 PH (r 1,0) = 0J )
dr'V~~(a.~)= 0pI' (Q.z);; 0

The simplest method for solving this equation is to use the eigen functions

of '1/': ~(k~l-/Ü. However, there is no guarantee that an expansion of I'(r"~)

in JoCk~ i-/a.)will be four times differentiable, term by term. We must assume

that p(rr) can be written as
cD

p(r~) == r An (ë) To (kn rIa.) + F (r~)

where the series presumably can be differentiated term by term. Thus

Cl k If
vl'¡ P (~~) = r (-T) A ~ (è) )"0 (k h r / a. ) + 'V,'+ F ( r f) :: 0

To find the possible forms of F(rr) we integrate 'I14F:: 0 and obtain

F (r~) =A ("t) r? t, r + 13 (~) l-'1+ C (:r) lay l- + 1) (ë)

If these functions are to satisfy the differential equation, A lr)and B(è)

must be linear in ~ , ç (~) and D (:r) must be cubic in c-. The funct ions

Ay\ (ë) must satisfy

(ò; - J'J(kti/a.)2)(ds d; - á2.(kYllaS)A'f (~) ~ 0

The boundary conditions become:

At ~:: I) 0 .
Co) DO I1/(r /)0) = V7;ß (r) = r V~~ (n)-: Ckri ¡.-l),)
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so that ~ A C (c)2.~ n 1)0):: vT,i3 (Yl) , F r (r 1,0) = o.

and at r= Qi set Jo' (~h) =0, Fr(a.~) -= 0,

For definiteness, we choose CtT..= 1, b =0 so that
J './ 1;13

1

An(t)o)::O ) F~CrIJo)::O

Then we can show that F(rr) = constant and that

An (~) ¡; C(h cPn (è) + ¡:ri cPn (r 2- )

whe re
~h lè)::)J? sm (p1.~ kt7) ~ (ók~ r)_ sV (~) ~ (~p-lL~ri?: )

and 0( ri
= Ari(o)~Yl (0) -An (i) ~h (I)

øn?(o)- cp;O)
¡3 - An (J)rpl1 (01 ~ An (0) ~11 (I), ., - A."

'(VI (0) - cp ~ Ci)

( I)
Using this solution, we can evaluate v.r.ß (i-) by writing

C) () 11 \ f; ~ 'a h "1 i(r U~~(r) + ~~ (l-0)l-:::t 2o-Sb1 'fl (dil - J ( ~) Ayi (1)0) To (kh 10.)

I co 11 ~
~;! 20-56'" f A", (I,D) Jo (1'11 r/(2)'

U (I) (I) I (If we expand both 1i/3(l-) ct Vi;13 (r) imJ: ~rir/ci)., tle'l

- (I) (d J - r. (Ii V(l) ,1 J
L u.1j~ (1') -l VT,I3 (r) = r L u.i;ß (n) + 1;6 (n~ Jo (~'l YI,)

+ (r ( J)r = r (-(~)'J Lu~~ (n) + V~'i~ (~)J 1"0 (tth rla.)

which gives
- (A)1-i- U (i) (n) + V (I) (11)) + i AliI ( )
\Q. i,ß 1,6 ;: - 1(1515'" Yl 1,0ill ,+li) III

Now A 'f (r) ~ eX \' '111 (=r) - ¡3 \' ~., C I - ?)

Qrid ~~J)(~) = f' 2.( k:ib)3 (5Ah p'J~!rri sÍMh i: k" :t/ct _ P '1 sinh $~b ~lrh ¥~h 'l J

) ~~JI (0) =0

ø~" (i) =)L2.( k~Óf(J-)A~)~h ~":kli sVnh J:ii

so that
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III (k Ó)J $ 'h S
AI' (0);; - ßri).2 ~ (1- p.il) simh ~ simJ, :n

A ~I (i):: Ol 'n P. "J ( k~¿-)3 ( 1-,.Jl) s-Vn h ~:kYl sv,¡' Ó :n

and )~ -i L (i (I) J 1
- ( a.11 -, UT.13 (vi) + \! ß (1') = (0( 'i J !lh) Æ:~( k" â/r¿) (1/4'') Simh d.p2hn sÍ/h cf!vt¡/ i T¡ r ~W S á ~ ~ ~

(I)Thus we obtain 2 1 ¡near equations for V T,
(0) L i))VT1 Va both assumed to be known. But

V 
(I)

and Í¡ (3 so that they can now be determi ned.

V (I) (.1)and ß in terms of lJ T, ':3 and

V (0) Va re known in terms of 1.13~a i
We now calculate the stresses at the top and bottom of the cyl inder.

As before the stress is given by

~ (,. i!) :: Ô,j (r~) Yl j ;: po ur .! 4-? ~ G, to (2,u v.~ - p) !5

\) -i .1 (V v-
= ( ~-l ) ( u. i! l-, + ~ 52!J + ~ ~ W 2 - ¡o * ) ~

in terms of the non-dimensional variables (l* is dimensional l ).

( - ( (I) tt)) - (V (I) (I))L(ë ¡.7;8) = + Ví,J3Cr-) - UT,J3(r-J =.¡ 7¡/3 (r-)-U7;J3(r-) ,

11 (1"7,13)= ~ prp:(rT;a) i: (V(t) (r) + Ur;(J) (1-)) )i! TIS ,/3
vJ 1; (I' 1; t3) -= - Ë v,.. (r U ~J) (r)) .r 'i 13 r

so that

~ (r T- ß) :: (V P-U)- r +: !i (V',)Cr-)- U (1)(I")\t ~ (v 

(¡)(i-)+ U t,) (1")\ t ~, .¡ Pr~ ( r 1; 13))-

1- L 7j13 1;1)) 1j!3 1; 'l
- ~ r l * (r -r 13) + :1 iJ iv' Ë Y:i -l (r U ~ ~ (1')) r- J .

We are now in a position to look at the three-layers system described

above. Let us consider a rotating cylinder filled with three fluids of different

densities. The top and the bottom layers are homogeneous while the middle

layer is linearly stratified. The top and bottom of the cylinder are rotated

differentially. We match both velocity and stress across each interface. The
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interfaces ai;e¡assumed to be flat. This is certainly an approximation,which

we willidiscuss below. We neglect the differences between the three densities

except in the hydrostatic term.

+ I
Vi

At i! =-1 u.'(r, i) =V,(r)~1
Pi Homogeneous

+ t: _ - - _.. U+ V+o -c __ J
t = 8 ~ ( r"¡ S ) = u + (r) !i -\ Vt e, ( w = 0)

f.. L i nearl y strat Hi ed

_ 8 - - - - - .c- u_ ) v_
è -: - & ~ (r, - ~ ) = U _ (r)!; + V_ (r) ~I (W "" D)

P3 HGmogeneous ~ -= - I u. ()" -i) =- V (r) e--, -/-1
-r --- -

V-i

The stress at -r=+S in the homogeneous layer is given by

o-(r6) = Vl-lJ f-I~r-rl(tiV+-(r)+U1-(r))-sl (-4Vt-(r-)+ U+-(r))f-

- ~ rr)* lr5) + 2 vtV +(rU+ (r))rJ
where lJV+ (r):: L (~(r)_ V+(r)) +--lV+(r)

~(ró)= VtVE-'/"i-r,C-s(V1-V-¡)+; Ù+)-§J(-~(V;-V+)+~LJ+))

r v V ì
- ~ L"* (r ~ ) + ~ + (r U+ (r)) l- J

The stress in the stratified layer at + d is

~ (rJ) = v ~-u- L - rI (V;')(r) - U(~ (rV+ fJ, (V:'J(r) +- U;') (r)) + + ~ r~ (ref) ~lJ -

- ¡. (1'* (r6) + :i Vt!V Ë'I -t (r U~' (r)),. )
Ma tch i ng componen t s :
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Vp-:IF(,/(I) (I)' VplJ" _1/,(, (" \./)
- -T . v+(r)- U+(r)¡ = - L E ,. "2 Vi-Vt + :; u+)
I ¡. C. J-) vo-U ((I) (i)) V p-U- - -lJ.:(
-:rr~r +K V+Lr)+U+(r) ~ L I: ~(V;-VT)--3U;-)

L E Y:i ( . .(1).. (I) () i I V \ 3i :: H V + C r) - U + r) = "2 \. .1 - V+ ) + :2 U+

L '/. ((I) . (I) I ).C ) i L!4 i ¡. ( )
HEi. V+(r)+U+ir :: i V,-V+ -:2u+-HE ~rr~rd

Now E 1/1 ¿) = E ~ amd.
- II,. (I)

E u+ (r)= U+(r) so -ta.T- J/') (I) 5"/E v+ (r)=1(Vi-Vr)+ /:iU+ (r)
..c y') V+(I)(..~ ( - ~L: ' 1= i V, - V+) -, I~ U + (i- - ~ E ?- P ri: (r c5 )

which gives
- l/i-.(I).. Ë v,. . .. EII'- E '1'-
E V (r~.: - - 'Prt(r.cf) = - - Pr~(r&).: - - Prë(rd)+ '8 caó. 88- Y. . (I) (V) ,/ - '/~ - !4
E2-V+ (d = ~ V¡- 1- --'II.E Fr~(rJ).:i(v,(..)-~(r))r-5"I,,,E Pr-a(rc5)

Simi larly at r.': - á

- 'I."
t .1/'2 U ~') (r) = E P r è (r _ d )

~

E ~ V~) (I') :: - .~ (V_ - V_) - 5l/pf l/~r'("r (r- á )

We can eas i 1 y see that if there is a therma 1 wi nd at the interfaces,

that is, a horizontal variation in the density field Tr =PrrJ then there must

be a rad'¡al component of the interfacial velocity. This is required if the

Ekman layer in the homogeneous fluid is to produce an interfacial stress to

balance that in the stratified layer. If the temperature field is held constant

at the interfaces, there is no thermal wind and no radial velocity at the

interfaces. In the analysis that follows we assume that the temperature field

vanishes at the two interfaces. This is certainly an assumption about the

physical properties of the fluids involved. We must assume that the two homo-

geneous fluids are capable of maintaining the interfacial temperatures at a

constant value.
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Mak i ng th is assumpt i on we have the cond it ions

- I/~ (I) ( ) I ( (0)) - I~ (i)
E V+(r):~VI(r)-V+(y) "'iV,(r)-V+(r) -~'E ~(r)
-= I/. i') ( ) ( (o),~ - !r ()
E ~V_ (r)= -~ V_(r)-V_1(r) ::~ V_,(r)-V_ (d/-if:i\z (r)

We must calculate V+(r) and V_(r) in terms of the prescribed velocities \f(r)

and V_i(~' We can obtain a pair of linear equations by using the above rela-

(Il
tions and the equation relating V+ ( )to the pressure:

-(knja.)')V(I).. =(0(\1) p.1(lfh'Ýa.)3(I-o-S) s'lfh ~ simh ';kh.! l) ß n "; lS ') (a- 5) Q. Q.(I) V (I)
where V! (\1) is the Besse 1 transform of -l (r) and

Thus V(I)(n): ((JS-I) ..(Ilh ó)simh ~Wrh ~ncffl"'(~)+ ~() 5 f- \: Q. a. (t kh
1/(/)( )_(,,5-)) ,hnd' h "'ncf . h kn.f'y~(:2CL)v \'--fA-sim -sir -- icr 5 ct Q. ci ~n

l),. V (D) J.
0( ~ r~ J r V_ (n) 'tl'(o) - +- (n) 0/11 (r)Y) k ii L cl~ (0) - €P~ ( )

(0)i (V+ (n) q,n(o) - V!:) (n) t/." ( )ßn = :. L j.'-
.. 0/\, (0) - l': ( )

n

rPn(r) =fA...wh rrtL~J1 ~ ~~h't/a. - simh P'hcf/a. cc J¡ikn::lO-

V(o).i (0).¡ en) lJl' (I) - V_ (n) cP\1 (0)

cP~ (I) - rl;' (0)

V!O~I') iP" (I) - V.¡(Ø)(I1) q, n (0)

~n-iLI) - cP~ LO)

Q1 J.

(I)
Thus we have two pai rs of 1 ¡near equations for the Bessel transform of Vt (r).~ ~ ()

i -E/"'V('\ -.. rV~ ) _ V(o) ,1_ 3 Ë11,/( . Vi- (Yl)cPn(l) - V_ (yi)~V\ 02. t 11)- :iLi\' +(ti)J--, Yl ~:(i) -iP"t(o)

.2 Ë Y~V_ll) (n) ': ~ (V-i (Yl)- v_(OlVl)J:: 2. Ë'I" ~I'' V~".,CYl) 4il' (I) - V~o)(ii) cPn (0)

~ ,. 4ii"'1 (I) - 4 ~ (0)

where ~f\.;:(~;;I)lfL')sirh k~¡ SÙh hn~?o. Written as a matrix equation this becomes

,if v,.l(~ cPvi (i)1+ .,.p')(t)- cP'" (0)
n 11

-l! )
_ :1 E ',(", din (0

iP~(/)- ~;: to)

1+ :J Ë 1/"lo(l'~ (i)
~~ (1)-iP~ Co)

= (Vi (\'))
V-i (n)3E'/~k'rcPl'(o)

cp~ (1)- iP~ (0)
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(_I/,Retaining only the terms to 0 E 1)we have

! rpn (,)\1, (n) - ~,( 0) V-I (,¡ )

L cp~ (,) - cP.; (0) J
~(i) V-I (n) - 4i1'(o) V, (h)

lb;- (i) - cl~ (0)

(I) v (I))and using the relations between V:t (n) and :t (n)we can write

V ( )_vtO) ) -/:_Y:oV(I)( -Vei )'E-~II (iPri(I)~(Yl)-øl'(0)~,(n)1+ 'f - + L n + r 1,) - I l' - J' 11 ,¡.. ( J.
'ln 1)-,1:(0)

V_(vi) =V~o)(n)+ ËI4V(i(ri) = V_ Cn)-.2ËY'-l(n fcjn(,)\¿,(Vl)-àin(O)V1Cn)- I cf~ Ci) - 4i~ (0)

(0) - Y:iV+ (n) = VI (n) - 3 E t( n

(0) - ii,V_ (n)= V_i(n) -3E ~n

Simplifying the notation,

f '/~k' n

tPvi (1,0) ~ Ë v,J(õS-1 \ .,. i, rSWI'P'i , h $lfii
ij~(IJ-4i~CO) ciS 1ft svn ~ 'W Q.

v,= E . Cl/,o (n)

cP(\(I;a)

cb;M - cP; (0)

m.

we can now wri te

V+(n) = VI (n) -2 i: 

Y:i(al(Yl)\!CYlJ-a.o(n) 

V-I (n)J m.2

V_en) ~ V_1(n)-.2 EV:i(o.,eYl) 
V-I (n)- Q.o(n)~(\")J, tn. 3

IV. The purpose of the calculation has been to show that the homogeneous

layers of fluid are shielded from each other by the stratified layer in between.

The interior velocity field in the homogeneous fluid is given as the average

of the top and bottom velocities. Thus we have (Eqnls. II. l, II. 2, 3)

(ui:iper) 1/(r) = ~ Lv. (r-) + V+(r)J :: 'I (r) - EY:i ttovnos in V, amd v-i)

(t 0 UJ eJ ) V (r) = i (v_ ( r) + V _, (r) J :: v-i (t- ) - E \/2. ~ t~ m S '1m v-i wrd. V,)

It is clear that the upper layer knows only to O(E'I)what the lower layer is

doing. This is precisely what we set out to show.
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An interesting problem that arises from this work is that of trying to

formu 1 ate genera 1 jump cond it ions for the ve I oc it i es between two I ayers of homo-

geneous fluid, supposed to be separated by a thin layer of stratified fluid. It

might be expected that these conditions are independent of many of the exact

details of the stratified layer as long as the layer is thicker than the Ekman depth.

In view of the rather compl icated dependence upon S in Eqn. il. i, the

jump conditions are not easily found. These questions must be left to further

invest ¡gat ions.
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Appendix: One question still remains: What happens to the interfaces between

the layers of homogeneous and stratified fluids? To answer this question we

assume that there is a slight deflection of the interface ~Cr). We must look

at the match i ng of the vert i ca 1 components of the stress across the interface.

Let 2 ~ d T ~ (i-), then the vert ical component of stress i¡s

p~(rJ.¡r(t'))+ 2tV : (i-U+ (1'))..

in both the homogeneous and stratified layers. U+lr) is the same in both layers

so that the continuity of stress implies the matching of the dimensional pressure.

I n the homogeneous 1 ayer

P* (ref +- ç (l-)) ~ PwU L n fH (r J + r U-)) - PH ~ ç (r) ~. f~UL.n pU (rJ)- fu.~J (l-)

and in the stratified layer

l* (r l+ r (1-)) :: Ps un L pS (rJ + ~ (r)) - Ps ~ ç (r) :: p$UJtL )pS"ircf) - fs ~ r (r)

Equat i ng these we have
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Ps VSl L i,s (reS) - PH 1JJl L pH (ró) -; (fs-fH)~Ç(l-)

On the left-hand side we can neglect the difference in density between the

layers so that
Llp(r6):: ~(-o)(Ç(rVL)

.sl
Us i ng the Froude number F:: - and the Rossby number E:: i:n. we have

~ b~: -l (~)(Ç(r))r F . € P --
Lì p(r) is of the order of the difference of the interior velocity in the homo-

E ll~.geneousand stratified layers and is of order Thus

(~) ( r t)):: F. E . E I/~

We have throughout assumed that both F and E are ~~ E so that even a very

small (O(EV:i)) density jump at the interface will not require a large distortion

of the interface.
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CROSS-STREAM FLOWS IN CONTINUOUS f-PLANE FRONTAL MODELS,

WITH APPLICATION TO COASTAL UPWELLING FRONTS

Christopher N. K. Mooers

Oceanograph i c Mot i vat i on

Due to alongshore (equatorward) winds, coastal upwelling is generally

the predominant coastal phenomenon occurring at subtropical latitudes in the

eastern boundary current regimes of the world ocean during the summer season,

Wooster and Reid (l963). Observations off Oregon indicate (Fig. I) that:
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(i) the Iisurface layerll flows equatorward and offshore, whi Ie the IIlower

layerll flows poleward and onshore;

(ii) a strong, quasi-steady frontal structure, viz. an inclined frontal

layer (pycnocline), exists in the vertical plane normal to the coast-

1 i ne;

(iii) the creation of a temperature inversion at the base of the frontal

layer close to the coast, Pattullo and McAl ister (1962), and the

maintenance of the upwelled frontal layer on a seasonal time scale,

are evidence for significant cross-stream flow and mixing in the coastal

regi on.

Currie (1953) reports similar patterns off Southwest Africa.

Most hydrodynamical studies of coastal upwell ing phenomena have employed

layered models, with the exception of Latun (1962) and Leetma (1968) who have used

continuous models with linearized perturbation density fields. With the use of

layered models, Yoshida (l967) has been successful in explaining qual itatively and

quantitatively many of the observed characteristics of coastal upwelling, but

layered models are of limited value for the detailed study of the transverse (cross-

stream) circulation and mixing. (The importance of the Gulf Streamls cross-stream

flow, and its frontal charact~r, has been recognized by Neumann (l952).) The

present study proceeds with the assumptions that the non-l inear nature of the mass

diffusion equation and the continuous structure of the hydrodynamic fields are

essential in understanding cross-stream flow. The nature of the eddy diffusion

processes is cruc i a 1 in the mode i s cons i dered in th is paper. Since we do not know

proper values for the eddy diffusivities and viscosities, nor their functional forms

in the likely event that they are not constant, any conclusions that can be drawn

are of limited physical value except to give guidance to further measurement.
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There are several competing mechanisms in the problem considered:

(i) effects of wind stress (spatial structure of the wind field

can playa crucial role);

(ii) effects of stratification (the density field is assumed derived

from an open ocean reservoir and modified in the coastal region

prior to return to the reservoir);

(i ii) effects of turbulent friction and mixing (vertical but not lateral

diffusion of mass and momentum is included; the choice Is rather

arbitrary, but it does admit turbulent processes);

(iv) effects of rotation (cases of uniform rotation and non-uniform

rotation alter the dynamics of the problem significantly).

The x, y, z, coordinates are the standard oceanographic right-handed coordi-

nates. A straight coastline of infinite extent and parallel to the y-axis is

assumed. All time-dependent effects are neglected. The hydrostatic and

Boussinesq approximations are used. Frictional, inertial, and frictional-

inertial frontal cases are considered, each with an isentropic subcase. Heat

and mass transfers at the free surface are negl ected. The object i ve of th is

study is to explore the formulation of the physical problem in several stages of

complexity in order to learn about its analytical structure, and in order to

determine how to proceed further numerically and observationally. Most of this

study only has relevance to f-plane models, or equivalently, relatively small

horizontal scales, of the order of 10 kilometers, with a vertical scale of the

order of lOO meters.

One could view these studies as frontal models which are somewhat dif-

ferent from those usually considered in the ocean and atmosphere. In Fig. 2,

several frontal flow patterns are shown. Fig. 2a shows the pattern hypothesized
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from observations in advance of this study. Welander (1963) used a surface

Ekman layer plus a non-linear advective frontal boundary layer to explain the

pattern of Fig. 2e. El iassen (1959) used a surface Ekman layer plus a heat

engine, located below the tropopause, and operating on the latent heat of evapo-

ration, to drive the atmospheric equivalent to the frontal regime of Fig. 2c.

Ryzhkov and Koleshnikov (1963) studied the effects of variable topography on

frontal flows in a stratified fluid which had the sturcture shown in Fig. 2f.

The dynamical studies of Pettersson and Austin (1942) indicated the significance

r (~)
of S ,the horizontal component of vorticity parallel to fronts, which is

why its sense has been indicated in Fig. 2.

General formulation and reduction

The comp lete coasta 1 upwe II i ng prob i em requ i res a l3 -p lane model. The

analysis commences with the heuristic formulation, which can be supported formally,

of a fully consistent l3 -plane model; the problem is then reduced to solving

several approximate (f-plane) problems exactly in order to understand qualitatively

something of the larger problem. The 111esserll problems are of some intrinsic

theoretical interest too because they emphasize the frontal, or small scale, aspect

of the complete problem.

A stratified, Boussinesq, gravitating, rotating, turbulent, and incompressible

fluid is considered. First, the alongshore flow is assumed highly geostrophic, but

frictional drive from the onshore component of the wind and frictional drag from

the lateral boundary may also be significant:

-fv == - PpX + (Nv Ur)-r + (NHClX\=' ( ï)

Second, it is assumed that the cross-stream (onshore-offshore) f i ow is on i y weakly

geostrophic, that the same frictional terms may be significant, and that the
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inertial terms may contribute:

Ll V;i + VV'j t WVr + f LA = - 1"1 -t (Nv Vr) + eN V)f' :r H 'Y 'X (i i)

Third, the flow is assumed hydrostatic:

O=-f'r-fC¡ (i i i)

Fourth, the three-dimensional equation of continuity is used:

u.'X + V y + w?: == 0 . (i v)

Fifth, the non-linear mass diffusion equation is assumed to apply:

ufi + vjJy 1- wp~ = (Kvfa)~ + (I1HfK)~' (v)

Th is system of equat ions is very s i mi i a r to the system cons i dered by Veron is

(l960) and Robinson (l960) for the Cromwell Current. As noted by Yoshida

(1959), the basis of the analogy between (i) equatorial undercurrent and (ii)

coastal upwelling is that, in the cross-stream flow, for (i)tV=Oat the

equator, since f=o, and, for (ii),fu.=O at the coast, since u=O; anoth.er

aspect of the analogy is the occurrence of strong vertical mixing in both flow

regimes.

Imposition of an Ekman layer($), yields the minimal, consistent set of

equations for the interior, and applicable to the ß-plane:

- tV ;:- ~x ~

flL = - '1 + /Vv Vrr )p

(i a)

(i i a)

o :: - f~ - ~d (i i i a)

L.x+Vy +Wè:: 01 a.cL (i va)

LJf-x + V fy + WPë :. Kv J~ ë (va)
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with the right-hand side of (va) optional, constant eddy coefficients, neglect

of horizontal turbulence, neglect of inertial accelerations in (iia), and neglect

of friction in (ia). The problem is sti 11 compl icated for strictly analytic

treatment.

If we are willing to consider problems on the f-plane, uniformity in the

y-dimension for all variables can be logically imposed, reducing the full problem

to:

- tv = -;. + (Nv u.~)~ + (!'~ Ux.)x ' (ib)

u. Vx + w V?: + l LL = (N v V ~ ') ~ t (N~ V X ) ',10 (i i b)

o = - F~ - l' ~ '

Q) d.

(i i i b)

Ll;x + Wii:: 0, (i vb)

u. f1( + W t ii = (K v f~ ) ž! + (K H t) -i . (vb)

Again, neglecting lateral friction, assuming constant eddy coefficients, and

imposing a surface Ekman layer, (and potentially a bottom Ekman layer), a minimal,

consistent formulation for the interior regime is then:

- tV
:: _ ¡o~

~ (i c)f
Ll Vr. + w v~ + ru :: Nv V~ ~ , (i i c)

0 =
- f~ - l ~ ' (i i i c)

u 'X + wi! :: o i am cL (i vc)

u. f)( + I. f~ = Kvt rè . (vc)

This system of equations forms the physical basis for the subsequent discussion

of f-plane fronts. The entire system governs what is defined to be inertial-

frictional fronts; reduced systems will lead to inertial and frictional fronts.
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The vert i ca 1 component of vort i city is a cent ra I property in the

pr1oblem, which includes the effects of rotational wind fields, variable

topography, stratification, and non-unifo.rm rotation. From the full system

of equations on the (J -plane, (i), fi i), and (iv) yield the approximate

r (e) ,equation for the vertical component of vorticity,!i :=~x: - u~ '

Wi V ~ -\ V . 'l Vx - (f + V X ) w r. + ß V = N vr~:) + N HL (~)

where constant eddy viscos'i ty has been assumed .for conven i ence. Negl ect ing

l,ateral friction and non-linear terms, we have the approximate relation which

is essential for determining the limits of applicability for the f-plane models:

(2)
-r w~ +ß V ~ Nv r .

iè~

Nv rr::: ~ Vx'u )J') ßV or

the j3 -effect,
Nv_ ~~ tJ ,
i. .02- ~

it fo I lows thatIf frictional effects ar'e to dominate

where Land D are the horizontal and vertical scales, respectively. For example,

1 et Nv = 20 cm2/sec and o = 10\m(pycnocl ine thickness),

-13 -I -l
13= 2 x 1 0 . cm sec

N. 4-
l.(~ ¡. ~:& = /0 em.

Conservative estimates f0r Nvand D have been made for two reasons: (i)

we are ignorant of the proper value forNv and (i i) it is important to real ize

then, since

that ß-effects are probably s.iignificant in the oceanographic problem con-

sidered prior to neglecting them.

-lhe boundary conditions realizable in the lilesseril problems differ

from .thoS'e desi red" of cours.e, due to the lower order dynami cs accepted.

Satisfacti10n of the following boundary conditions is desired:
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at sea surface (~:: h)

"t:) = Nyui:) T-¥ = IÝv V~, w:: 0;
~
tWand p arbitrarily specified.

at sea bot tom (~=-U(x.)) (may be variable depth)

l.::v=-W::O.
at coast (X-= L)

ut' :: V = 0 .

at boundary to open ocean reservoir (?(:: '(0)

f' arbitrary function of depth.

(*In the ß -plane models, we may have coastal convergence of flow which provides

an efflux or influx to the alongshore flow so that this is the appropriate

boundary condition; in the f-plane models, the equivalent boundary condition is

~
Y¥" == r Lo d z-=o for all"/ .)

-D(~)
There are several observed features which a fully adequate model would

reproduce:

(i) the dimensions of the flow are expected to be of the order of

100 kilometers wide, 0.1 to 1 kilometer deep, and several megameters

long;

(ii) an inclined pycnocline(s), or frontal surface, which rises to the

su rface at about 10k i i ometers offshore from a depth of about l25 meters

in the deep ocean;

(iii) a reversal in the alongshore flow near the base of the pycnocline,

equatorward above and poleward below; the subsurface countercurrent

wi II be referred to as the undercurrent;
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(iv) cross-stream flow which may have one or more reversals as a

function of depth; the reversals are expected to be connected with

the deta i 1 s of the pycnoc 1 i ne structure.

The dependence of these. features on the magnitude, sense, and spatial structure

of the wind field should be evidenced. It would be instructive to know what

qual itative and quantitative effects the various processes have on the structure

of frontal regimes.

Severa 1 Classes of f-p i ane Fronts

There are three major frontal classes within our basic system of equa-

tions for the f-plane: inertial-frictional, and its two sub-classes, inertial

and frictional, cross-stream flows. In each class, there are two further sub-

cases: isentropic and non-isentropic, i.e. with mixing and without mixing,

respectively. Though only solutions for the frictional case will be examined

extensively, the formulations of th~ other cases are derived, classified,

described, etc., since they are intrinsically interesting and since they will

have ranges of applicability depending primarily upon the relative values of

the eddy coefficients, or eddy Prandtl number.

Non-dimensionalization and scale analysis

In order to clarify the range of applicability of the various types

of fronts, the system (¡c) - (vc) is non-dimensionalized and scaled:

let u. = V/J'

V ~ ¥v'

W =Wwl

P = "P 'p- if = J +b. J f
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D: vertical scale, and L: horizontar scale~

then ..w= -V
L

, from (ivc)

p = ¿Sf ~ D

L3 f3 0

.P f L
, from (i c,) .

, from (i i i c)

v::
Dropping the primes, the system of equations becomes,

v = l¡o

y (u Vx + w V~.) + U = Ó V -è i! )

o ~ - I'~ - p )

u.x + W~" :: 0) Q/CL

~. (u Px. + w'p~) = .?~ 2 '

whe re

y y
==(T -#)( ~)

-
Lf

d VNv (c! ~ ( Nv) d.::- VfD1 -F"L D1;..) wnf
E

- V DS.

(D If) ( -l)kvL
= .Kv L

The non-d i mens i ona i phys i ca 1 parameters of importance are

~ ' the aspect rat i 0 ~ fronta i slope,

op -I
ë rlL'

DV
Nv '

the internal Froude number,

the eddy Reyno 1 ds number, and

Nv
0-:: k ' the eddy Prandt i number.

v

For inertial-frictional fronts OCY) :: 0(6) :: 0 (6) = I ,

so 11 = IJ¡ +~ L
N'--
o

( i)

(i i)

(¡ u)

(iv)

(v)
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and G = () l- t1-t ~). (i) = (j y ,
l,P 12.L L

:1

or O(q-) = I ; ~ can also be written as (- L~) where L-D is the

L i neyk i n depth.

If O(Y)= 1 but OCó)~.c l, then D2-)) Nv,L V so, if 0(6)=:/, thenO(a-).(-(1

thus, inertial fronts occur for small eddy Prandtl numbers only. If 0('1)= 1
(musT)

but O(V)....i" thenO((j)~/1 ifO(G):./; thus, frictional fronts occur for

large eddy Prandtl numbers only. The physically most interesting cases corres-

pond to 0(6") = I, i.e., to inertial-frictional fronts. Most of the results of

this study pertain to the frictional fronts, which is one of the 1I1esser of

the lesserll problems. (The neglect of the term N'vI1~z in simp! ifying from

(i b) to (i c) can now be rat i ona 1 i zed by compari ng N" Ll::"' to f V :

O(N" Uë:i/ t-v) =- C :'f )'l =- Ll X '0-10. )

Inertial-frictional fronts (0(0-) =: /)

The system of equations was formulated in the previous part. Since a

two-dimensional stream function exists, equations (iic) and (vc) can be rewritten

in d imens i onfwl forrr:

\l ( ) is the i. i =2 grad i ent opera tor,

\7v X \7 i. - f lj~ :: Nil V~2;

I
(i ¡)

and
v j )( 'V 4J = kv./-2-e

/
(v)

And, with (id and (i iid, V and.f are expressed as functions of p so that~

wi th A ;: j .. J;i ,

'V Px 'A V W - 1. A Lj = Nv lx i;i:~ (¡ i) 'I

and

9Pi \( 'Çl4l ': K \l P'i~~ . (V)"
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(.1.1)" and (v)11 f h'd d . l' . 1 d'ffare a system 0 two t ir -or er, quasi- inear partia i er-

ential equations in two dependent and independent variables; they are both third-

order in p only and are thus parabolic. They can be rewritten in expanded form

to faci 1 i tate the next step:

p ~ 1( ip ~ - Px. ~ tp", - 2 A l¡?: :: N v P -i:L i: (i i ) iii

and

P-x~ i.~ - P~i: I.x :: Kv p~ u. .
iii

(v)

( )1" and (v) 11\Cross-differentiating ii , we have

(Px't lJi. - Px ~ lPx. '\ - 2A LJ~~ - (PX:'t If"' - p~~ lJx \ = (Nv - k'v)px~~

or, if Nv ~ K V )

'2 Px ~ llx.=i - (P"X'X lJ~ i. + P2. "l LV x"X) +.1 A lp -r.. :: 0 .;

reinterpreting, we have

~(tvèf)Wii - rCf v;tt)(-lA~)+ (-~Pê)(Wx;)J+-2A(-U.il)=O

so,
1. (vtw-a - f U-i!) +- (Vx.+t)u.~ - L W"t = 0,f

which is a vorticity equation.

Anticipating the type of boundary conditions desired, e.g., iand t

specified at X., 'Xo , and assuming a power law dependence in ?t for f and lJ ,

it is found that, with

p := "X i.~ t~) and lJ -; 'X h (i.) then .r0r N v t K V

3 h' - ~' h - A h' = N v ~ II (i i) I V

and
I L I ii h // III

2.~n -2 ::"V~ (v) I V

(or,
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J

-"," ( (~~A)) = Nv f
(i i) V

and ") I I
- h ( 2,-) ~ Kv ~ ill . )

(v) V

We can reduce the sys tem to a sing I e equa t i on:

(*) N v k 11 ~ III - (? N v hI + h2 J ~ i + h J./ (d - A) = 0

A genera I way to proceed is to assume a form for ~ or hand find the other

from (*). For example,

if 3:h) (fo)becomes: NvKy~/lI_'-Nv(3't-A~dl=O.

In the isentropic case (K,,-=O), the governing equations (GEls) become:

p~ LJi- - F'X a ll-y - :LA It~ :; Nv Px~~ (i i) V I

and

Px t li;e - Pi: ž ll~ = 0 (v) V I

Again, let P -='X1.~(~)and ip::?C

so

(~ - A) t,l - ~I h = Nv ~'I (as before) (i i ) V l I

and

2 ~Jtl - ~"Il ==0 (v) VII

Then, h can be found as a funct i on of ~ i from (v) V II and subst i tuted into

(oo)VII d . i (GE)i i to pro uce a s J ng e :

since h -i = Co ~ I)
, /1/

and h;: Co ~ /:2 h

then ~'IL(d;A)-lVvJtJ:: (2,):i.

Inertial fronts (0(0-) ¿:c: I)

Wi th !Iv = 0 but Kv 1= 0)

the (GEls) for inertial fronts are in dimensionful form:
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\1V x r)/f - f lfë ~O (i i) V III

and

V f x \lll :: l'Ívf~ i!
(v) V III

or,

~~ If ~ - fx a If): - Z A yJ ~ :. 0 (i i ) I X

and

Again let p -: -x7.~ (z:)

fx.~ ll'l - f~~ 4'~ = K v P ~e:a

and If:: A. h (-=) so that

(v) ix

(â-A)h'- ~/h =0
(i i ) X

and

Thus, h~Co(~-A)

h':: Co ~I

2'à'h' _fh:: kV~IlI. (v)X

and from (i i)X

so

;z(~J)i._~/(~_A): ~~ ~//, (v)X i

or,
~: ~1I1 + 5511 - .2( f) "_ A Cj II :: Q)

which is very si.milar to the Falkner-Skan Equation for laminar boundary layers,

vi z. , "J 1i .1 o¡
f +ff +B (J-(f) ) ",0.

In the isentropic case, Kv-:Oard.4'=lf(p)then the (GEls) are:

(3- A ) h ' - S h =. 0)

so h:: Co (~- A ) , as above,

(. .)XIIi i

and

i~)'h 1_~1i h :. 0) (v)XII

so 1 '1 If' .~ Cl~ ) l.e ') .q; ':. 4' lj' ) .
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Combining the above relations, the (GE) becomes:

so, Q (?) :: A _ JU Y j!
h (?) :: _ Coy~

Co'- ( ~ - A ) .. :: C I ~' ,

c"2
, where Y = ~,

C 1I

and

Thus,

tp = ( y. + 'Xo )

(¡U ~
5-)

)Á(7l+2,,) , c,

p -= (X t X., ).i (A _
y iê+fo) )

"-

f ::
(x + 'XI))

amd.
Y ( 'i ;- ~o)'1 ,

V :: - 2 (x. + Xl)) (A _ J )
Y (~ +~..) . .

More general results can be found more directly; since If:: Ll(p),

so

\Iv '1 Vj' - f...~ : 0 )

\Jp-xx \7p~ :: A P"l=l '

then

Now the (GE) can be recognized as a Monge-Ampere equation:

(#) p?( 'X p~ 1: - C P X: ),. = A P e ë ,

which is of the general parabol ic classification. Not knowing anything further

about the general solution to (#), a particular solution is sought of the form:

p =- 'X i. l: (t), then

2 L L /1 _ Lf ( l i ) ":: A "211

¿ :: l LA + C~.f C J .o. 1
or

Thus,

P := l LA + Co ~+c,J , as before,

_ ( '),. )
but, since f 0( p~ ,then tp:: ¡: (co i+ Cl)~ , where F is arbitrary. The earlier
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II')

solution corresponds toF(.):: (.). Other solutions can be found by allowing

P: P't and Q = P? ¡then the (GE) becomes

Q ~= p;!2- / ( P-x - A ) .

One way to proceed is to assume a form for T- , fi nd q and P, and check to

ensure that the solution is val id. For example,

so

1 et 'P =. a. -t + b 7:
b'-

a.-A
b')
a.-=A + f ex) .

Q?: ::

then a =-

So 1 vi n 9 fo r p

p :; r P of 't = Q. :~ + h x t + ~ (:)

and

P =- rQ ct"¥ ::
l: -i i--: + ~ f (X) -I 1, (')) ia.-A ..

then
a. -x'J b i.

p :: -r + b x%:+ (a-A)

f : - ~ l X + (a~A) ~ J '

V = (tfr' (Q;i+bt).

~ 2-

2. '
am cL

Frictional Fronts (0 (0-) )-/ i )

General structure of problem

This case will be studied extensively; it corresponds to: ())-') i or

y~~i. Thus, the dimensionless equations in the interior are:

- V :: - P-x )

Lt: ~V~è)

(i d)

(i i d)

o :: - f~ - t ) (i i i d)

Ux + Wi = 0 J amcL (i vd)

E L LlPx. + W P:t J :: fë:7:' (vd)
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From (id) and (iiid), the thermal wind relation holds, viz., Vi::'-Px.'

With the thermal wind relation, we have from (i id) that u;-rffy", ; then, from

(4) we have that
t) = JfJ;x + G (x)

W :: d fx.x. -l G'(x.) )
and

where G(x)is a function of integration to be determined from boundary conditions.

Substituting the values for u. and w into (v), we then have the (GE) written

in terms of a single dependent variable, f'

(GE): eX Lf:ri fi - f-il: fxJ + G'(x)f~ :: fJž!11 ,

whe re tX = Ó (; :: ( ;; P 1. ~ a- ( f ) .

i
The (GE) has a Jacobian, J( ~JJ~) , structure: eX J (Px if) + G (x)?'i =. t:-è'

It can be noted that (Fig. 3):

l)VT'"-f'X, so Ix. must change sign if an undercurrent is to occur, i.e.,

there must be downwarping in the lower layer as well as upwarping of

isopycnals in the upper layer; if the undercurrent is a maximum near the

base of the pycnocline, a horizontal isopycnal must exist there.

2) l)---f"t:and wrÁf-x'X' so they'll change signs across a frontal surface.

3) ~~ ~x' so it will have an extremum in an inclined frontal layer.

4) ,(~) = \l '"If 0( (f1i ~ + .f. 'l \: t 0 , so the y-component of

vorticity will have an extremum near an inclined frontal layer.

qual i tative---~Co - JJ,F

The (GE) can be rendered into various physical forms which are of some

sign if i cance. Let S:. - fy. be the s lope of an i sopycna 1 and
.l'i

-i
be the scale static stability, then, dividing through by (f~) ,

we have, first, that
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~(~)
i

;\.'2 - ( ~ )t(GE) : +
G Ö) ,= =:

.Ii: -x .P~ (;oè. )1

and, second, that

0( Sx.
£0 G'l.) l=6 E a.

(GE) : E
::

E 2.

i
Neglecting the C Cx)term, we note that the horizontal variation in the slope of

isopycnals is balanced by vertical diffusion of mass. Above a pycnoline, E~¿ 0

so S)(":O i.e., the isopycnals become less positively sloped in the positive

X-direction --- they tend to be downwarped. Figure 4 shows the consequent

tendency of a pycnoGline and of vertical friction and diffusion to produce eleva-

tion and focusing of isopycnals. This relation leads to an integral property:-
since, in a domain D, the (GE) can be written in divergence form \I. G-:O,

for(X..~)&D, where G::(exS,£of-'), thenri.i;.~o, where \" is the-+ T
boundary of D and d.. is an element of arc length. If we assume D is a

rectangular domain parallel to the (x, z) axes,

0( fã( SI - So) d % + Eo r'to ( ~ - ~ ) d -X = 0)re 'Xx T f3
where è =. i!T is the tqp surface, è -= ~ ~ is the bottom surface, X. -: 'X" is the

offshore boundary, and 'J-:-:i: is the inshore boundary. In words, the integral

relation states that the difference in vertical averages of isopycnal slopes taken

along bounding verticals is proportIonal to the difference in horizontal averages

of reciprocal static stability taken along bounding horizontals.

Another fronta 1 property can be used to relate $ and £ ; it is the

frontal Richardson Number; written in terms of dimensionful variables:

E f 2-FRN :: , and then
- Cv.)'i S., E

(~f)t =' ~. =0( :. $,,= ( :'N) (~';).
The (GE) is a second-order, quasi-linear partial differential equation

with two independent variables and one dependent variable. If it can be
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classified as to type, one can readily determine what types of boundary conditions

are permissible. The general, integral form of the solution for the (GE) is

desired; that objective hasnlt yet been achieved though a number of particular

solutions have been found. (It is remarked that standard methods of integrating

the (GE), e.g., the Monge method, have not yet been productive.) Thus, it is

necessary to systematically investigate the character of the solution. The

classification of the (GE) depends upon the sign of the discriminant, L:~b')-i.acJ

calculated from the general form of the principal part: a..p:o;+b,fx'è +cP~.~'

In th is case,
¿) -: ci '2 (f-x ')\ Lf eX.fl ;: ft oC L 0( SjJi: + 4 J )

where, again, 5 is the slope of an isopycnal. The ~ priori information avail-D -2 -3 I J -7able is that S""-c"'IO - 10 , o(--l, f~"'O, and fr 'V2 x 10 ,so
!J.-l-fXfi-¿O.Therefore, the (GE) is elliptic for O(:c((Cl; if 0( =0, the (GE)

is parabolic; if 0(-;00, the (GE) is hyperbolic. Thus, we have as typical,

proper boundary conditions that for

(i) ex = 0 , (diffusion only-parabolic degeneracy);

p and its normal derivative as functions of 'X at, say, ~ ~o,

(i i) 0 ~ O(~ 00, (advect i on and d i ffus i on-e 11 i pt i c); ¡i or its norma i

der i vat i ve a i ong the boundary of a closed doma in.

(i i i) 01 -7.0 , (advect i on on 1 y-hyperbo 1 i c degeneracy); .¡i or its norma i

derivative along 't =0 ~ .p along 'X -= 0 and 2- -: 0 , etc.

It is anticipated that, with the low-order dynamics included in this model, that

it will not be possible to satisfy very complicated boundary conditions. (Refer-

ence to Figure 5 will aid in visualizing the boundary conditions which can be

satisfied.) Obviously, only inviscid boundary conditions can be satisfied in the

X, ~ plane; logically, the bottom and free surface should be streamlines, and no

net onshore volume flux is required through any vertical, i.e.,
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(1) ll I = Ca;
~ :: - D ('))

lfl
i == h

constant

:: C : constant
$

(2) Co - Cs :; D.

Condition (1) fixes the form of G(X). Now note that

L

f°u. d.-i =- Cl3 - lj (X,o)(3 ) ¡V( ::x
- 0 (11) rl 1:8

( (L~ 0 ) T- T
~ ((4 ) Mx.= u.dè = y; (~)o) - Cs

0
(a.Jso) rW 1: i---= f t

(5 )
lÅ L-

sin ce M x. =- .N x + M x=:O ,

then LV) = 1:13 as is to be expected; th i s re 1 at i on makes the hor i zonta 1

density gradient at the bottom proportional to the wind stress and

of the oppos i te sign; thus, as in the oceanographi c case under con-

Vi
sideration, ifL .c 0, p/( ;: 0 at the bottom, i.e. ,upwarping of

i sopycna 1 s and so no undercurrent at the bottom.

(6) 0) above implies that

G (;x) :: C B ~ ó tx. (-X ) - D ( 'X) ) ,

If:: J rrX. ('X, -r)- f'x (X,-D(-x))J + CB
so

(7)

then

(6) and

T == - f cf P:i

lt",_r-I (y l)!)~)- 'l(x)-DhcJ)J +(13

:: r-13 _ -r , wW Cs:: 0 W LOG+ f B
amd 't(x)-Oex))::'t,

wi th

so

Ml-X. =
r13_-rL

f
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(8) v will satisfy viscid boundary conditions,

i.e., v~j ~L¿ and vI =. 0

r;:Q r=-D(t.)

~

or V = - r Px d ~ .
-O(y.)

(9 )

,
G ex) ;: 1:W

~ , so it is the curl of the wind stress which enters the
f

(GE) as a coeff i c i ent to the fè term.

'(w' _ r-i'X x
(lO) W/i=.o- -f

the Ekman suct i on i

In short, the vertical shear of the alongshore geostrophic flow provides a

(frictional) cross-stream flow, which flows into, and out of, the surface Ekman

layer; the bottom stress equals the wind stress, and it is provided by the

horizontal gradient of density at the bottom (this will serve as a constraint

when we examine actual solutions); the interfacial stress depends upon the flow

into, or out of, the surface Ekman layer from the interior and will in general

have an X -dependence substantially different from, but related to, that of the

wind stress; the stream function (alias shear stress or horizontal density gra-

dient) can be a quite general function of X and r , with zeroes and extreme

(critical streaml ines) interior to the frontal zone. It is in fact an objective

to determine necessary and sufficient conditions for (and consequences of) pro-

ducing critical streaml ines.

We wi i i cons i der the cases 0( -- 00 and 0 ~ 0( c: 00; the case c; = 0 is

neglected because it is of limited interest, corresponding to geostrophic alongshore

flow (with uniform vertical shear) which is uncoupled to vertical diffusion and

cross-stream advection of mass.

(\: ~ 00) isentropic flow; the hyperbol ic case.

Thus, the basis of the analysis is

f3 (Pxx P? - fXt: lx) + G'(~) p:¡-.o, f3 :: tív D( ~ fin.iteI"'v -) 0
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Since, in this case i¡ =1.(p), then the bottom must be a streamline with

positive slope, i.e., there is no downwarping of isopycnals possible near

the bottom, wh i ch is necessary to produce an undercurrent near the bottom
J

geostrophical1y. First let G(x)::O, i.e., tW is uniform; then, the general

solution to the (GE) can be readily found; rewrite (GE): P~l-x..x.-f1-f7C'è =0

as
(!iJ = 0fi: Î"X

so, .f¡, '()
-= 3 ž! ?.Px

j(~)is arbitrary at this stage

and
i

9 (~) Px - f2 = o.

Let H be defined such that '\ H - (i, 3Ir~)) ,

then H = X + 3 (x.)

Vpl\'VH-:O, CY ? ~ f (H).and

f ) î ('1) (I) .Thus,p:: l'X+9('X) ,where¡í:C andg£L are arbitrary functions within

the limitations of reasonable boundary conditions and other ~ priori properties,

e.g. ,

i) ~ is a monotonically decreasing function of z for x fixed,

(ï ncreas i ng)
which implies f is a monotonically (decreasing) function of g

(increasing)
and g is a monotonically (decreasing) function of z. (Also, this

implies that f and g each have an inverse.)

f iii) Since a stable density profile has been assumed, f?¿oort9 ~O¡

for all 'X¡Zz.O and, since fJ:~t has arbitrary sign, then fl and

g i must be of opposite sign for all -t . Since f (and g) is mono-

tone, f i (and g i ) can1t change sign and so neither, can fx '

which rules out an undercurrent.
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Further properties of the general solution can be deduced when the stream

funct ion is exami ned. Firs t, since tp :: rfPxtGo, &,,: constant, ll=¡f'(;t+~(i!))+G".

f I( ( C - G:so X -3 -D(~)) -: ß d" yields the

X-J(-O(X)) :: Co constant. Similarly,

lJ is constant (= C8 ) along r;; - D(x)

implicit equation for the bottom, viz.,

"J::Ci:-jLt)is the equation of the ith streamline. (In case a critical stream-

line(s) exists, a simple precaution of assigning values to C¿ will be necessary

to avoid ambiguities because ~ will be multiple-valued.) Second, if there is

a reversal in the cross-stream flow with depth, i.e., if a critical streaml ine

(0) exists, it must occur at an extremum in the stream function, i.e., 1.x.=Dr ii i r II r "and ilê=-O along cs or, T =Oand9'Î =0. Thus, r ::0 is a necessary and suf-

ficient condition for reversal. Since an inflection point in the vertical

density profile (or, llcenter of pycnoclinell (cop)) occurs where
Pž!r.= 0 , or

L . f "on y i 3 = 0
I

f ii i ii f -b(fllt+.ç~ :0, then, since F 0, cop 

and fl coincide if and

along ~. The condition that :/'=0 is trivially true if g is

of z, otherwise. cop i sand C S'S may behave qu i te independent i y.

a 1 inear function

An auxiJiary relation between the stream function and the density is found

from Y' = t¡(p) and ~= d f-l~ ' so ;~ =d(Pm Pt)x. = O (-t E)'), which relates the

change in volume transport in the X,2 plane between isopycnals to the horizontal

variation of static stability.

An oceanographically pertinent solution is ¡= tanh (ax + bz + c) with

(a.')o;h¿O)in(O~x~L;-D(X)~~£.o),D(x)tobe determined; it satisfies the pre-

viously established criteria for physical acceptability. Obviously, a CS and

a cop exist and coincide if t:: 0 in the domain. Pick C such that l is zero at
y. -:llo , r ::'20 then f = tanh (a (x - xo) + b(z

b
the interface z = 0 at 'X = 'X 0 + -- co. Now

- z ) ).
o

The c sand cop intersect
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p =- -ram h (a. ( X - J!o ) + b (~- c.. ) )

ll = Ò a. I 5 ed1 ') ( a. ( -X - 'Xo ) + b ( "" - 1!,,)) - SUh '- (/3 ) J

i!ß= -Dc'X):: 'lo- ~ (X-Xo) + B,

ß == - (Do + ro), whv Do ~ th ol.epi), ar x "- 'X 0

L w= t a. s.ech? (ß)

î"L_ Sa. s€ch?(a.(x--:o) - 6êo ')

v ~ ~ (toh(a. (x---oì+ bCt-roJ-Larh(ß)J

(With P = La.(o.x+hH), the solutions are similar in form, but the cross-stream

flow is of opposite sign because the corresponding stream functions are qual ita-
tively different in this sense. The equivalent ambiguity is not present in the

case of non-isentropic, frictional flow.)

This example illustrates that, once.? is specified at X-=O and along

"Z=o, it is fully determined, asis the l'permissiblell'tw and bottom profile.

Another way of expressing this is to say that, given T(:) ~ D(:i) , and the flow

model, the compatible densIty distribution is determined. Some other interest-

i n g so 1 utI on fo rms are

i) t == exp (x+ -t (-20))

f'(o)~)=~, f/X,o) = exp ex)

lL :dLexp (Xt tm(-~)) -ex:p (x+ .f(D(x))J

~ -= _ 0 ex) -: _ e (ß -x)
13

cs amcL ~ do nor elL'lst
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2 ) P = t(! h (x + :t "3 )

f Co)~) = twh (~'3); p(x:) 

0) =11h (x)

lJ :. d (5ec.h'-(~ + î!--) - sed, 

1. (1: - o'CX) ~

~z == - 0 (x) = (/3 - x)
f3

cs and cop exist but do not coincide;

cs is given by X + z:: = 0 )

wh i 1 e cop is given by.3 i! :3 tcuh (x. + 1!') == I

(O~O(.coO) non-isentropic flow; the elliptic case.

The basis of the analysis is the (GE): o(((':ixf~-fXë.fx)+G(i:)Pi-:.f'ê?:'

A number of solutions of varying usefulness have been found for this case. The

solutions can be found by different procedures but the general approach is that

of similarity solutions. (An elementary but comprehensive discussion of similar-

ity analysis can be found in Hansen (1965).) The oceanographic study which

most closely compares with the spirit of this analysis is that of Hansen and

Rattray (l965) on certain non-linear estuarine circulation problems. As in their

study, it is hoped that, knowing solutions to the (GE), the corresponding forms

for bottom topography and wind stress are physically tenable. Initially, it is

not clear whether llsymmetryll is to be expected in the horizontal or vertical

dimension, which will determine along which axis the boundary conditions are set.

First, the separation variable will be found by assuming p =A/rv andi ~
substituting this form for f into the (GE), with r; =0 , to find that;:: ~ -= :ë'

This is more than a particular solution because it discloses much of the symmetry

of the problem. For instance, setting l::H(~), another solution is found:

H = ~~( 1+Cl~)..2tL I-a.ri
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As a general ization of the above let, for V real, 1 =~L _yrF
f=-l(H(?), ~=e'f, MId H=e -(r)¡

:x 2-

0( 2:

then the (GE) becomes

F" + ). F1- iJ F =: '- e-r( F1):z.

No further solutions have been found from it yet, but this equation is Lipschitzian

so uniqueness to an initial value problem in r¡ is assured if numerical solution

is necessary.

Another particular solution can be found by taking the density to be~ r I / I ii
of the form p =-X TCe) so that the (GE) becomes -2CXrtt Get:)f =f , or, since

G'CX) must be a constant, say Hi, then(H,-2lXf)(=f'I.lntegrating once,
( ':i :z -i

we have T =- C tH¡f -Cl f ,where Cis an arbi trary constant.

Wit h R ~ 1 ( ( ~' t + lr C ~ ) I/~

then f =: :~~ 1- ~ ram h (Q. R C ~ + ro)) .

If H ,0:0 , R:: C so that f. :: % tãli (de. C~+ eo)) ) assumi ng C:¡)o 0; if C2.c: 0 ~

f = -:, Lam (ac (~.. ~C))) ;

and, if C = 0, returning to the original equation for f r as
, T = cl (~+ ~o)

before. Assuming C~~O for a real istic depth dependence to the density, the

solution for p is then:

l =- ('X + 'X" ) 2. r (~)

:: ('X~:ot01_ (H,'"-l4 
C'Jo//2.tä (~ Hi")-/ 4c2-o(/~C?:+rø))J ')

where Hi ,Ie j , and ~() are sti i 1 arbi trary.

A set of exponential solutions exists which can be found either by the

similarity transformations to be introduced below or directly. First, letI( ) ot'X-rln- ( )
G it = constant; then assume f:: e .The Jacobian portion of the GE

vanishes, so that G (x.) -: ~';.
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I (\ * DC t+ b e (0( 'X +- b .t (llo?:)l e)Second, let G- x):. - oe ; then l;: e is found.
/

Third, again with G (x)::b, it is found that

.f b:i2-. d r 2 d~ ~
Y = ax +b'Xe tee )c= :i(Cd-I)+2a.O£J

Similarity transformations with the similarity variables 'l::l.k(i)and

1;; xk(?) have been examined and the detai Is are summarized below.

For ¡o;: A (x.) B (~) amd ~ :: -tÆ ex) )

A = A -h ,.)HI e,u'to )
L (;L v + ,) l 'J (ll -I) + fl n:i v -I J (k i ) ,. =

C -ß'X-i e
Ao

B~-r = (o((C113+C'-'7Bi)+C4J )

ß1 U + 0( c'3 ~ ß J /
C, t C J =- ~ (~ 'Y evd C ~ - C J ~ 1 ( r);

AI k,' C'Lj:: ~ WYcI elf ~ T'

c +c, .3 -i-i+I'- )
ci. - C.)

Several particular solutions have been found to this system but'not the general

solution.

For l =- A (è) ß ('1) amd 1. :: 'X -t (e))
i (mIHt)

H (:x.):= c.or¡s1"Yìr¡

_ (I+'l 1J)A :: Ao ~ v (cJso) A:: Ao k -2 ) ,

1£ :: (r ? + S L (alsp) 1x ~ e y ~) ,
:- 2-

617 =. LC,(131) - c'-1f3'l-c3I3J
(r3 - Ci¡Yl1 J

C - (y+i )i - (2,) +1 . i

-"3 r:i ( ihi )C,- =
0( Ao 2., +-1 )

c; ~ :;0 (-u +1)) amcl

_ l- l.'% I
Li- =. o(Ao (~:v+,)'
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This system is more manageable than the previous because the equation for

~ has been solved, but the equation for B is still difficult to solve in

general. Since the separation in 1 = ~ k(~) is of simpler form than that in

1-:?:kex) , the problem is, in a pragmatic sense, more symmetric in 'X than

in ~ This suggests that the boundary conditions be given at X=o , e.g.

;0 ( 0) ~ ) = A (c:) ß Co) oJ f r (0 ~ ~) -= A i C è) ß (0) ,
and that numerical methods be used to solve the equation for B .

Summa ry of So 1 ut ions

The particular solutions for non-isentropic, frictional fronts cited

previously are summarized below in a uniform manner; the functional, dimension-

less forms for f ' i. , - 0 , -rw , and V are given, as wel i as succinct

comments. It is premature to plot these solutions extensively until the

results are considered more carefully in terms of boundary conditions and the

physics of the problem. Two important considerations are: (i) to what extent

can different solutions in different subdomains be combined? and (ii) what

generalizations of boundary conditions are possible, e.g., can a bottom Ekman

layer be added gracefully? These questions are not answered here.

Solution (l):
?-

&. -t 'Xø)
f ~ o((i:+'tD)

;i ex + x.. )
ýI :: /' ( + G-"i: t+~l))

?-13 :: - 0 (X):: - ë" - ~E (x -l Xo )

-rw = Go

V ;2 '\ 0 _ ( :r.. ~l) ).:: - - ex. + -xo / .-~ ~B~~
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Comments: uniform bottom slope and wind stress; isopycnals have non-zero

horizontal derivatives only to second order; V is a monotonic function of ~

so there is no possibility of an undercurrent structure.

So i ut i on (~):

4J =

-f r- è+Ctx~ J
:i CLO: L ~ - a. ìC "Z

lf, L C.4._",,:,,'i) + Go

?( (~ì()-: -i iJ ) '/:3- 0 (¡tJ :: - +" - + tL -X-i6-&0 ê Go

l =

?(3 ::

lrW :: eft.

tn ('r~_a.-i1-Y ) .
~~ -a.'J;t 4

13

Comments: uniform wind stress; non-uniform bottom slope; isopycnals have non-

v :: - ". 'X

C-

zero horizontal and vertical derivatives of all orders; V is a monotonic function

of z: .

Solution (J):

l :: e CLX. + b ~

, a:x+bt
ll = 0 a. e t b~ + Go
?-ß= -Di~):: T(-a.x+& (-;0. (bx+Go))J

rW = G + bx
o

V_a. a.~l- bë -bD(x-)J--be e -e .
Comments: non-uniform wind stress and bottom slope; isopycnals have non-zero

horizontal and vertical derivatives of all orders; V is a monotonic function

of ~ .
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So 1 ut i on (~):

( Q.): +.E (b l1:1' '!o )) )e
f :; e

( b i ~i: e(CL"t+-&cbL-=+i;o))) '" t;"t+-1III =: òa. ir+"l,,)e e -tG --e1 /) a.
r.t3 -:-D(j\) Cya.ther LYtlYiscendeYlrGl1 "- ~I =:0)

~ =- - D(l)
'jvV _ G b Gl~T Il. - o-õ:e

a, i- e La."t + en (.b UH 'i~))) L Q.") +- el (b (- 0 (-x) + èo )) JV=-bLe _ee
Comments: non-uniform wind stress and bottom slope; isopycnals have non-

zero horizontal and vertical derivatives of all orders; V is a monotonic

function of r .

Solution (.2):

f=- a.¡('\b;ied~+c.e2.c1'l, c= ó(b.:i(lc.-I)+~QiXJ

ll -: Jf2.a.x:+-bed'èJ + bi + Go

=lß::-O(~)=l1mi- ~"b -Ct+ 2:)XJ

i-v. -= bìC + G"

V = -(?'Q.x. (=! + non)-1 b Cedi- _ e-dD6:.)))

Comments: non-uniform wind stress and bottom slope; isopycnals have only

non-zero horizontal derivatives to second order; V mayor may not be mono-

tonic depending on signs of a., band d , so there is the possibility of an

undercurrent structure.

So 1 ut i on (§.): wi th ( '\ ~ ) V?-H,% LfC.).d-G, ,
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I~ (x;~o)~rG;- H,ta (Y,-H1 (~+èø))J

Lf =: (x+?:o1 L2Gi-Hi ta(V:i Hd:.r.+z:ø))J+ &0

tf3 -= - 0 ex) = - ~o + ~, tam-' (C~X~~,,) + 2G) /HJ

1:1. = Go t &, ('1 + 'Xo )

V ~ -('lX.) h.,(hD(.Ð+ t.B (cDsdH,(H'.)) -J l
L cos('¡H,i-D(x)f-'èo)) f

Comments: non-uniform wind stress and bottom slope; isopycnals have only

non-zero hori zonta 1 der ¡vat i ves to second order; V mayor may not be monoton i c

depending on Hi, ro' and De" so there is the possibility of an undercurrent

structure.

Conc 1 us i on

The inertial and frictional fronts have been studied qual itatively and

analytically to determine that they produce some of the key features of cross-

stream flow. The most physical expression of the problemls boundary conditions

has been shown (implicitly) to be the specification of bottom topography, vertical

density profile in the open ocean, and surface wind stress; from this, the magnitude

and horizontal scale of the density variation is determined. The concepts of

center of pycnocline, critical streamlines, and undercurrent extremum constitute

the basic physical and analytical vocabulary for frontal cross-stream flows. The

vertical llwigglesll of the density structure in the open ocean reservoir have been

shown to be crucial for producing vertical structure in the cross-stream flow.

It has been shown possible to produce critical streaml ines for both isentropic

and non-isentropic frictional flows and undercurrents in only the non-isentropic

case and then not entirely satisfactorily.
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Partial list of symbols (Only those symbols which are not llstandardll,

defined in the text, or completely obvious in context are listed below.)

L :: Nv V~

'tv.:: t')~=Vi ,

i-ß = 1:1
Z'~~ß ¡

". L
t i~:. 0C =

y-component of stress in dimensionful form

wind stress

bottom stress

interfacial stress, i.e., stress at interface between

Ekman 1 ayer and fronta 1 inter i or

f==1~P de J static stability

x13= -DCx) vertical coordinate of bottom
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